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ABSTRACT 
 This ethnography investigates the collective identity of the Knoxville punk community.  I 
argue that punk rock culture in Knoxville exists as a proactive open community, and frame the 
discussion with the psychoanalytical work of collective identity by Jacques Lacan, notions of 
discourse described by James Gee, as well as definitions of community explored by Will Straw 
and David Hesmondhalgh.  Knoxville punk musicians promote the sense of community with 
music through the value of cultural knowledge, providing physical areas for social space 
creation, and instructing young women musicians.  Each factor provides a distinct element for 
the proactive movement in Knoxville punk. 
 In examining the familial nature of punk musicians in Knoxville, I illustrate how punk 
culture transcends previous notions of subcultural studies and promotes a collective identity 
through the desire for community progression.  Rather than focusing on the negative aspects of a 
youth culture in opposition to mainstream culture, the Knoxville punk community presents music 
performance and culture as a bond between friends.  This bond produces a desire for punk 
culture to prosper, providing the inspiration for punk music’s agency of social proactivism in a 
self-contained community. 
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Chapter I 
The Benefit Show 
 
 It has rained most of the day, making this October evening colder than normal.  I quickly 
zip my hooded sweatshirt up and walk down the dingy, damp sidewalk. The streetlights softly 
illuminate East Jackson Avenue in Knoxville’s Old City.  The Pilot Light, a small dive bar, goes 
unnoticed in the row of small shops with the exception of smokers crowded by the doorway at 
ten in the evening.  Guitar and vocal sound checks reverberate out the open front door.  Tonight, 
some of my coworkers are performing for a benefit show, raising money to help a friend get back 
on his feet. 
 I had experienced this same scenario countless times during the three years I spent 
studying Knoxville punk.  Tonight was a bit different.  I had never been to a benefit show, but 
some of the musicians in town had said it occurs when a financial need arises.  Bands organize, 
people post flyers, word spreads, and the cover charge goes to the person or people in need.  
Tonight, multiple bands perform to raise money for a fellow musician, Jared Stoneburg.1 
The lighting inside remains similar to the dim street outside.  Pete, the door guy for 
tonight, sits by the bar and puts out a hand for the cover.  After handing over a five-dollar bill, I 
turn to see a of couple coworkers at the makeshift bar to my right and a few people in front of the 
stage straight ahead, most with Pabst Blue Ribbon cans in hand.  The audience anxiously awaits 
the performers of the night: The Nimoids, West End Avengers, The Dirty Knees, and The 
Choreboys. 
                                                
1 Knoxville punk musicians included in my research are identified by name and respective bands 
in Table 1.1 Knoxville Punk Musicians and Respective Bands. See Appendix. 
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 The Nimoids step up to the platform stage, just a foot above the audience, and grab the 
attention of a few people.  Nick Longmire, the guitarist and singer, does his typical sound check 
of sporadic yells into the microphone.  Their set begins with “Don’t Talk,” a song repeating the 
title in its chorus continuously and making it an effective song for dancing.  Many of the 
audience members, dancing to the blare of power punk, also perform tonight.  However, they 
take this time to support their fellow musicians.  The set abruptly stops; the three members break 
their gear down, and exit the stage from various sides while the next performers simultaneously 
set up their equipment. 
The stage is comparatively void of musical gear now, with the three members of West 
End Avengers starting their set.  This hip-hop group is composed of members from other rock 
bands in town, Chris Albiston and Erik Bennett.  The audience participates as they would with 
any other band, but the song refrain “Your crew ain’t shit” rings out.  I see members of the 
Choreboys and The Nimoids singing along to this song, doubling the volume of the refrain 
during performance.  They finish their set and exit the stage, leaving the microphones for the 
next band. 
After the West End Avengers remove their turntables, three women haul equipment up to 
the stage, Maggie Brannon, Elizabeth Wright, and Laura Rogers.  The Dirty Knees, an all-female 
punk band, introduce themselves to the audience.  A moderate rhythm from both guitars and 
drums, in addition to strong female vocals singing about finding “…love at the Pilot Light...” cut 
through the quiet murmurs of the bar.  Maggie Brannon, the bassist, has trouble with her 
equipment.  The bass incessantly electrocutes her and this continues after borrowing another 
bassist’s guitar and amp.  She takes short breaks between songs to fix the problem, but keeps 
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getting shocked by the bass cords.  While Maggie Brannon makes changes to her set up, 
Elizabeth Wright, the guitarist speaks to the audience: “I have a new philosophy on life… and 
this totally goes into that mentality… When you think about what you’re worrying about… let it 
go… Fuck it. FUCK IT.  It sounds redneck, but it’s true.  Believe it, live it, do it.”  The audience 
then yells remarks such as “Fuck it and play,” that provoke Maggie Brannon to say, “FINE… but 
when I get shocked and die, I’m blaming you.”  The band finishes their set reluctantly, and 
makes their way off stage for the Choreboys to perform. 
The Choreboys’ resounding hardcore punk rhythms engage audience participation 
through moshing, dancing, and singing along.  William Tugwell, the bassist, has covered the 
stage with newspaper filled bags; as the band’s music accelerates, the audience members grab 
the bags and rip them to shreds.  Newspaper lies across the entire stage and most of the bar floor.  
Audience members throw balled up newspaper at the band and slam dance into each other during 
rhythm driven songs such as “Speedball.”  Energy in the room escalates, following the beat and 
tone of the music blaring from the speakers.  The audience nearly collapses as a whole when The 
Choreboys finish their last song as Brad Fowler screams into the microphone “We’re the 
Choreboys, YOU’RE WELCOME!” followed by Jared Stoneburg exclaiming “If you want your 
money back, you know where to find me, BITCH!” 
Even though Jared Stoneburg heckles the audience, he reiterates the purpose of this 
benefit show.  The bands that offered their time are paid tonight in free beer from the bar, but 
they really perform to help out a friend.  This particular event illustrates how the punk 
community in Knoxville connects and cares for each other.  The members incorporate their 
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musical talents to fulfill their needs, presenting music as a social proactivist agent for cultural 
continuity in collective identity. 
Methodology and Scope 
 My study draws upon popular music scholarship, including Dick Hebdige’s (1979) work 
on punk subcultures, John Savage’s (2002) account of British subcultural history, Sara Cohen’s 
(1991) study of Liverpool rock music culture, and Barry Shank’s (1994) ethnographic research 
on the “wholeness” of the Austin, Texas music scene.  I also use political and social activist 
research (Lichterman, 1996; Pavel, 2008; O’Donoghue, 2006) in developing my own three levels 
of social proactivism that I find when working with community members of the Knoxville punk 
community.  Further, I present these levels of proactivism through a Lacanian lens of human 
subjectivity, which acknowledges the need for solidarity in a community (Lacan, 1977; Oliver, 
2005), as opposed to viewing the community against a suppressing hegemonic power as 
Hegelian theory suggests (Hegel, 2007; Gilroy, 1994).  These writings are used to interpret my 
ethnographic research on Knoxville’s punk community, specifically illustrating how Knoxville’s 
punk community uses social proactivism to fulfill both community and individual needs. 
 Much of the information in my ethnography comes from fieldwork methods that 
incorporate Clifford Geertz’s notion of interpretive anthropology (Geertz, 1973).  I conducted 
interviews with musicians, video recorded performances, and maintained an ethnographic 
notebook during 2008-2011 in Knoxville, Tennessee.  This data provide information about how 
Knoxville punk musicians sustain and develop their community. 
My ethnographic research uses Clifford Geertz’s interpretive anthropology and notion of 
“thick description” in order to analyze community building.  Geertz (1973) explains that culture 
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bases itself upon symbols accepted by the members therein, and cannot be studied separately 
from that culture.  He states: 
The concept of culture I espouse… is essentially a semiotic one.  Believing, with Max 
Weber, that man is an animal suspended in webs of significance he himself has spun, I take 
culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be therefore not an experimental science in 
search of law but an interpretive one in search of meaning.  It is explication I am after, 
construing social expressions on their surface enigmatical (p. 5). 
This notion of culture sums up interpretive anthropology in that ethnographers analyze cultures 
within context to understand the meaning of cultural symbols.  I implement interpretive 
anthropology in this ethnography to obtain a better understanding of music as an agent of social 
proactivism in the Knoxville punk community. 
 The interview process presented questions pertaining to punk music, community 
members’ lifestyle, and experiences within the Knoxville area.  I formally interviewed various 
members of the Knoxville punk community, including Nick Longmire, Brad Fowler, and Joshua 
Wright.  I also informally communicated with local female musicians, Mary Denman, Emily 
Robinson, and Elizabeth Wright concerning the state of punk music education in the area and 
changes implemented to address the need for future female musicians.  Nick Longmire and 
Joshua Wright’s personal opinion on the state of local Knoxville punk music culture proved 
extremely useful in the interpretation of the community’s solidarity, as did Brad Fowler’s 
performance experience with various bands throughout the area.  Mary Denman directly guided 
me through logistic information and personal communication with the Knoxville Girl’s Rock 
Camp executive committee. Informally, I also spoke with many of their band mates, committee 
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members, and friends in Knoxville, obtaining a variety of perspectives about how Knoxville’s 
punk community works.  I asked descriptive questions of each individual, implementing 
ethnographic methods of interviewing, note taking, and interpretation, suggested by James P. 
Spradley (1979), Michelle Kisliuk (1997), and Gregory Barz (1997). 
 My research also extensively employs video recordings as a means of interpretation as 
suggested by Steven Feld (1976).  In reference to reviewing video recordings, he explains:  
…there is a difference between a man playing a drum and pictures of a man playing a drum.  
The former is a natural event, the latter a mediated symbolic event.  The former is once 
observed and experienced.  The latter is a structured selection for the purposes of 
communicating something of that observed experience (p. 298). 
He suggests that a video recording aids in the experience of the ethnographic event.  While the 
still picture of an event may be useful for the presentation of ethnographic study, video 
recordings provide a different perspective of the event.  I recorded multiple performances of two 
local bands, The Nimoids and The Choreboys, to observe how members of the punk community 
interacted in social situations.  Most of the video recorded performances occurred at two main 
places in town: The Pilot Light and at a house show referred to as “Third Thursday.”  I compared 
and contrasted performances of these bands by limiting the number of places where I recorded. 
 I maintained an ethnographic notebook as a crucial part of my fieldwork when audio-
visual equipment was unavailable.  Ethnographers Michelle Kisliuk (1997) and Gregory Barz 
(1997) reiterate the importance of fieldwork and keeping proper record of experiences in a 
notebook.  This type of record helped me reinterpret musical performances and informal 
interviews, of which I used two versions: one handwritten and one digital.  I carried a small 
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paper notebook to write about events and performances on a regular basis, in addition to 
maintaining a Myspace page devoted to my ethnographic work (“Knoxville Ethnography,” 
2009).  While the ethnographic notebook was primarily for my own interpretation, the website 
helped me build a stronger rapport with musicians and others by means of its availability to the 
Knoxville punk community.  This rapport building also initiated a participation aspect to my 
research. 
As an ethnographer, I acted as both observer and participant when interacting and 
communicating with Knoxville punk community members.  Ethnomusicologists and 
anthropologists stress participant observation as imperative to ethnographic fieldwork (Geertz, 
1973; Barz and Cooley, 1997; Nettl, 2003).  Initial stages of my research were primarily 
observation based, but progressively balanced toward participant observation.  Instead of relying 
heavily on the reinterpretation of recordings, I began actively participating as a performing 
musician and audience member.  I eventually developed a lasting relationship with many of the 
musicians in this area by attending weekly jam sessions, learning basic guitar skills from local 
rock musicians, and socially interacting with many members of this community.  This personal 
experience aided my own understanding of the Knoxville punk community’s solidarity and their 
use of music in social proactivism. 
Foundational Theories 
 Research on both social activism and punk rock maintains a legacy of struggle for power 
and resistance to dominant cultures.  This appears in forms such as fashion, musical performance 
styles, and symbolic systems associated with youth cultures.  Most of these punk cultures resist 
or rebel against mainstream media influences or dominant governments throughout various 
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generations and historical eras (Hall, 1979; Hebdige, 1979; McNeil, 1996; Blush, 2001; Savage, 
2002).  While previous scholarship has emphasized how generations of punks establish their 
identity through social activism based on their resistance to outside forces, I incorporate notions 
of the inner dynamics of a social group when researching Knoxville punk.  Two foundational 
theories distinguish earlier scholarship from my own study.  First, I use Hegelian theories of 
power struggle to elaborate on subcultural theories developed by a group of theorists in 
Birmingham, United Kingdom at the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Study or CCCS (Hegel, 
1979; Hall, 1980). Second, I incorporate Lacan’s theory of human subjectivity, which lends itself 
to a developed definition of “community” and the inner dynamics of Knoxville punk (Lacan, 
1977; Oliver, 2005). 
 An understanding of human subjectivity within a Hegelian frame suggests that self-
consciousness exists primarily when posed against an outside force.  G.W.F. Hegel (2007) 
explains that for one to identify with an “other,” one must realize that the “other” is also a “self.”  
When one self subjectively looks at an “other,” Hegel develops the essential notion of self-
consciousness.  However, Hegel also explains that a master/slave relationship occurs when one 
self views another as an inferior “other” (Hall, 1980; Gilroy, 1994; Hegel, 2007).  These 
“dueling selves” form based on mutual responses to each other and the resulting struggle for 
autonomy and power. 
 I interpret subcultural studies of punk cultures throughout popular music scholarship as 
relying on Hegelian theory, which addresses a power struggle between two identities opposing 
each other.  Historically, scholars assert that punk subcultures exist only because there is an 
“other” that does not accept punk culture as a “self” (Hall and Jefferson, 1976; Hebdige, 1979; 
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Hall, 1980).  For example, New York and Los Angeles punks resisted the artistic influence of 
mainstream culture, while British punks of the 1970s opposed dominant government and 
capitalism (Hebdige, 1979; McNeil, 1996; Blush, 2001; Traber, 2001; Savage, 2002).  This 
resistance and revolution illustrates Hegel’s concept of a master/slave relationship by 
establishing one identity as subordinate in relation to an opposite identity.  Based on human 
subjectivity and views of punks in previous research, Hegel’s theory of master and slave applies 
because youth felt disdain for a hegemonic culture that disregarded their wellbeing. 
 Conversely, other scholarship suggests that the dominant and subdominant system, 
introduced by the CCCS, requires more analysis.  Daniel S. Traber (2001) describes punk culture 
as more than just a youth rebellion: 
By shifting identities and donning what they regard to be the image of the subordinate, 
they are engaged in an implicitly subversive act that transcends a simple disaffected 
teenage rebellion as it disrupts the entire system that has formed both themselves and the 
Other (p. 49). 
This observation illustrates the need for more in-depth analysis of punk cultures. 
 I read inner dynamics and collective identity as less predicated on outside forces and 
opposition of identities than Hegel suggests.  My research with the Knoxville punk community 
focuses less on a struggle between dueling “selves,” and more on the preservation of a chosen, 
common experience.  I present an egalitarian view of punk research by incorporating Jacques 
Lacan’s notion of human subjectivity, and his four psychoanalytic orders of self: mirror, 
imaginary, symbolic, and real (Lacan, 1977; Oliver, 2005).  These four orders, or stages, as I will 
refer to them, demonstrate significant phases of individual and collective identities. 
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 Each order of Lacan’s human subjectivity progressively establishes shared ideologies 
among individuals in a collective identity.  As in Hegelian theories, the individual identifies with 
subjects other than his or her own self.  However, Lacan’s theory of subjectivity suggests an 
interconnection of multiple influences on the individual, as opposed to viewing the influence 
stemming from a single “other.”  These multiple influences include the other; Bert Oliver (2005) 
states, “[The individual] is subject to all those social values which are embedded in the 
unconscious as the ‘discourse of the Other’” (p. 144).  Subversive individuals form new 
identities, in part, by recognizing values of the dominant group.  Subordinate, subversive cultures 
incorporate opposing values and norms into their own reconstructed self-identity.   
Each phase of life, as suggested by Jacques Lacan, incorporates learning and education as 
a critical part of identity development.  Lacan explains that the mirror stage provides an 
individual with the basis of self-awareness, and he further suggests that the subsequent imaginary 
stage exists at an infantile phase, when an individual is approximately six to eighteen months old 
(Oliver, 2005).  Individuals in the imaginary stage have no other or other-self as a comparison, 
due to a lack of human experience.  Human subjectivity and identity form after a person has 
acquired basic communication with other individuals, and therefore suggests that infants in their 
imaginary stage progress through self-alienation.  A young individual understands who he or she 
is by examining, in his or her surroundings and primary discourse, what he or she is not. 
One understands more than self-alienation only after they have reached the symbolic 
order.  Lacan’s symbolic order is the phase when an individual associates with other individuals 
or a collective.  In the symbolic order, an individual learns signifiers that connect the individual 
identity to others and becomes part of a culture.  Imaginary and symbolic orders may overlap, as 
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one finds his or her place within a particular collective (Lacan, 1977; Oliver, 2005); thus 
symbolic order is not static.  Moreover, an individual’s identity remains fluid because one can 
learn signifiers from more than one culture. 
An individual in Lacan’s real stage achieves cultural status, fully understands the 
symbols associated with culture, and incorporates them into all aspects of life (Lacan, 1977; 
Oliver, 2005).  The real stage forms after individuals experience the imaginary and symbolic 
orders.  Lacan suggests that imaginary involves remembering one’s individuality and experience, 
while incorporating the symbolic in a repeating cycle of cultural experiences.  He states:  
It is here that we must distinguish the scope of these two directions, remembering and 
repetition.  It is this that shows us that the time-function is of a logical order here, and 
bound up with a signifying shaping of the real” (p. 40). 
However, the real stage is idealistic, since one person can never achieve “wholeness” in only one 
collective identity when so many other people, cultural experiences, and other factors present an 
influence.  Therefore, this order exists as a utopian phase, essentially unattainable.  The 
progression is not as linear as Lacan suggests, but cyclical.  As some scholars argue, individuals 
strive for this utopia, basing the unattainable on previous education or shared beliefs, and this 
mission for cultural wholeness promotes solidarity in a collective (Kristeva, 1980; Shank, 1994; 
Rose, 2006).  From these various secondary experiences, one chooses a primary collective 
identity. 
For Knoxville punk, community building and individual relationships promote a member 
defined solidarity rather than a utopian state.  Further, members of the Knoxville punk 
community display an acceptance of cultural transition as a means of community development.  
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Most punks I encountered in Knoxville expressed a need for cultural continuation through the 
use of musical performance.  Drummer for the Nimoids, Brad Fowler explains that performing 
for a benefit show within the community helps the person/people in need as well as the collective 
in general.  “[We’ll play] if we have the opportunity, [and] you know, we help each other out and 
we get to play.  And we make the bills… and everyone seems happy with it… Giving away your 
forty bucks isn’t that rough” (Personal Communication, October 30, 2008).  Ideas of community 
building in this manner arose more often than the notion of resisting an oppressive force.  The 
constant idea of cultural development and sustaining the community forced me to reconsider 
commonly accepted terms when identifying Knoxville punk, and to reject with terms past 
scholarship has applied to previous generations of punks.   
Subculture, Scene, and Community 
 Scholars from the disciplines sociology, anthropology, and ethnomusicology have used 
the terms “subculture” and “scene” when describing youth culture groups in particular (Hebdige, 
1979; Hall, 1979; Straw, 1991; Shank, 1994; Bennett and Peterson, 2004).  However, I present 
Knoxville punk as a “community” due to the importance I’ve witnessed in my ethnographic 
research of personal relationships, the distinguishing lack of resistance to a dominant force, and 
the shared need for cultural continuation. 
In classic subcultural theories about punk music, “subculture” describes post-war youth 
cultures as groups in opposition to mainstream culture (Hebdige, 1979; Hall, 1980; McRobbies, 
1980).  Subcultures have been taken to be collective, generally youth oriented, identities that 
form based on a hierarchal social class system and response to other dominant cultures.  The 
Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies developed this term in the 1970s when working class 
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youth culture rebelled against dominant capitalism (Hall and Jefferson, 1976; Hebdige, 1979; 
Hall, 1980).  “Anarchy in the UK” (1976), among other anti-government song titles in this 
decade, helped musicians such as The Sex Pistols spread revolutionary punk ideas in music. 
However, many examples of “subcultures” have no specific dominant “other,” thus lacking the 
essential element of common definition.   
In formulating my ethnographic methodology, I follow the interpretive anthropological 
model presented by Clifford Geertz, as well as cultural studies scholarship including Barry 
Shank’s (1994) research on the Austin music scene and Sarah Thornton’s (1995) research of club 
cultures.  These scholars use an ethnographic method that focuses on smaller social groups, and 
employs a contextually informed semiotic study of taste within culture.  Contemporary studies 
thus sway more toward the interpretive anthropological research method rather than general 
observation.  
 CCCS scholars researched post-war youth using an observational method instead of 
addressing cultural context.  These theorists and researchers argued that British working class 
youth rebelled against mainstream culture during the worldwide recession in the 1970s (McNeill, 
1996; Sabin, 1999; Savage, 2002).  These scholars, among others, suggest that the Thatcher-led 
right wing government, from approximately 1975 to 1990, was the hegemonic power that 
neglected the youth of Great Britain and instigated the British punk subcultural movement (Hall 
and Jefferson, 1976; Hebdige, 1979; Hall, 1980). CCCS mainly argued that subcultures existed 
only as a marginal component of dominant capitalist culture.  Stuart Hall (1980) explains:  
Groups which exist within the same society and share some of the same material and 
historical conditions no doubt also understand, and to a certain extent share each others’ 
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“culture.” But just as different groups and classes are unequally ranked in relation to one 
another, in terms of their productive relations, wealth and power, so cultures are 
differently ranked, and stand in opposition to one another, in relations of domination and 
subordination, along the scale of “cultural power” (p. 11). 
Thereby, punks choose a collective identity by positioning themselves in opposition to the 
dominant conservative culture (McNeill, 1996; Sabin, 1999; Savage, 2002).  Yet, while the 
mainstream sees punks as a marginalized group, the punk subculture views itself as participating 
in a cultural transition, rejecting government authority, even while remaining within the larger 
society. 
The Centre’s explanations of subcultures have been criticized for their ungrounded 
research methods (Thornton, 1996; Huq, 2006).  Rupa Huq (2006) gives three main criticisms of 
subcultural theory: “The main problems… come under three interlinked main headings – 
omissions, structural over determination and methodological problems” (p. 10).  In CCCS 
research, culture was examined as white male youth style; scholars examined specific activities 
of this group, and then worked backwards to extrapolate when designating trends that included 
non-white and female experiences.  Also, scholars primarily use an outsider’s perspective and a 
generalized construct of subcultural style to explain punk culture as a reaction to dominant 
British government. 
The construct of subcultural style develops from the theorist’s assumptions about the 
collective group’s symbol systems.  Commonplace items take on meaning for subcultures, and 
emerge as a system when enough symbols correspond with artistic trends.  Members of CCCS, 
McCron and Murdock (1975) explain that subcultural styles encompass education from 
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neighborhoods or families and symbol systems adopted by youth culture.  They suggest that 
these elements or symbols go through a process of selection and transformation, in which objects 
or leisure interests take on new meanings appropriate to the context of a collective identity (p. 
203).  These new meanings become symbols for the culture, and develop into a style.  For 
example, the commonplace safety pin took on a meaning of “punk (un) fashion” for British punk 
youth in the 1970s (Hebdige, 1979, p. 107). 
Style education depends on cultural influence accepted by individual members of a 
collective.  James Paul Gee (2008) refers to these influences as “discourses,” and describes the 
inherited knowledge from neighborhoods and families as “primary discourse.”  Individuals 
create an initial self-identity based on cultural symbols taught to them at early stages of life, 
which are later negotiated with other cultural symbols from outside influences known as 
“secondary discourses” (p. 156).  Punk subculture of the 1970s developed from a rejection of 
primary discourse, and an extreme acceptance of secondary discourse (Hebdige, 1979; Hall, 
1980).  Objects, activities, and identities developed during primary discourse symbolize defiance 
within punk subculture, and aided subcultural style.  CCCS scholars address symbols associated 
with punk subculture, but fell short when addressing the negotiation of primary and secondary 
discourses in forming punk identity. 
 Several scholars later showed that popular music cultures could not adequately fit into the 
subcultural model developed by CCCS theorists.  Douglas Kellner (1995) suggests that their 
observational research method instigated an outsider’s fascination with the relationship between 
dominant and subdominant culture, and that CCCS theorists over-glorify the resistance of 
subcultures in society (p. 37).  Likewise, other researchers explain that punk subcultural studies 
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developed as gender and race specific to white male views (Epstein, 1998; Leblanc, 1999).  
Further, during the 1970s, the Euro-African population in Great Britain boomed.  CCCS’ 
omission of black experience at the height of subcultural studies (1979-1982) leaves a gaping 
void when addressing the punk experience of Euro-Africans (Huq, 2005).  Likewise, CCCS 
subcultural studies during this theoretical pinnacle lacked research into female experience in 
punk.  For example, Lauraine Leblanc (1999) explains that female experience in subculture 
parallels mainstream culture; in particular she “was dismayed to find, this internal form of 
oppression is one which punk girls accommodate, rather than resist” (p. 105).  Female punks still 
submitted to a male dominated culture, a situation for which subcultural theory failed to account. 
Subcultural studies, although important to popular music scholarship, limit research to 
one aspect within a culture.  The fascination with cultural power struggles, along with dominant-
versus-subordinate culture conflict, hinders broadened interpretive research (Thornton, 1995; 
Huq, 2005).  The Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies addresses the cultural style of punk, 
but fails to address issues within the culture such as gender (Epstein, 1998; Leblanc, 2000) and 
race (Gilroy, 1991; Huq, 2006).  The intention of subcultural studies was developed to exemplify 
youth resistance and cultural style, but omits the viewpoints of subcultural members.  Thus, 
studies focusing on “subcultures” fall into a prevailing model of only white-male youth 
resistance toward dominant culture.   
Recent popular music scholarship focuses on addressing the cultural style and 
significance within context, rather than merely observing a culture and inferring information.  
These scholars use an interpretative anthropological approach to research and present cultures 
within their own terms (Geertz, 1973).  Sarah Thornton (1995), for example, uses this 
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interpretive research method in her ethnography of youth club culture and suggests that popular 
music cultures form distinctions based on taste with emphasis on Bourdieu’s theory of cultural 
capital (p. 8). 
 French social theorist Pierre Bourdieu (1984) addresses capital as “accumulated labor” 
that takes on social meaning when appropriated by agents or groups of agents.  He divides 
capital into three primary forms: economic, social and cultural.  Bourdieu (1984) explains:  
…[Economic capital is] immediately and directly convertible into money and may be 
institutionalized in the form of property rights; as cultural capital… may be 
institutionalized in the form of educational qualifications; [and social capital,] made up 
of social obligations (“connections”), which is convertible, in certain conditions, into 
economic capital and may be institutionalized in the form of nobility (p. 98). 
Economic capital specifically refers to anything used for monetary trading or bartering purposes, 
while cultural capital specifically refers to cultural knowledge.  Social capital grants the 
possessor with a sense of power in society.  For Bourdieu’s theory of cultural capital, economic 
is directly linked to social capital, or status, and cultural capital exists as knowledge of this 
status.  Conversely, capital develops differently if cultural is directly linked with social capital as 
Sarah Thornton observes in British club cultures. 
Cultural capital deals primarily with the link between economic as a foundation for social 
capital, but subcultural capital theory disproves this.  Sarah Thornton (1995) derives her concept 
of subcultural capital from Bourdieu’s theory, in that status is gained through cultural knowledge 
rather than economic gain.  Insiders know how to act, dress, and behave in all cultural situations.  
Power and status are directly linked to knowledge a person obtains within a culture.  In her 
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ethnography, Thornton describes attending a weekly rave in London with a woman referred to as 
“Kate.”  Since Kate’s brother is in charge, both women achieve high social status due to this 
personal connection, and are allowed to venture into the club’s VIP area.  Thornton illustrates 
how cultural capital directly influences social capital; her association to Kate awards Thornton 
social capital in that she has connection to a significant member of this social group.  Thornton 
further describes this type of social group as a “taste culture” rather than a subculture, avoiding 
the resistance-ridden legacy of subcultural studies. 
Contemporary scholars generally avoid the term “subculture,” and focus on the inner 
dynamics of a collective group.  Cultural studies now center on the context of symbol systems 
and styles, and emphasize members’ experiences.  Popular music scholars define cultural groups 
with various terms such as taste cultures (Thornton, 1995), communities (Straw 1991; Shank, 
1994; Hesmondhalgh, 2005), and tribes (Bennett, 1999; Hesmondhalgh, 2005) when addressing 
social groups and the individual experience as social context. Several studies fall short when 
specifically addressing how the individual members function, behave, and exist by defining them 
with vague terms as “scene” (Straw, 1991; Shank, 1994; Bennett and Peterson, 2004; 
Hesmondhalgh, 2005).  This term appears frequently in journalism and colloquialisms describing 
collective identities in a non-academic fashion, becoming a widely used social group designator 
with no specific defining characteristics. 
 “Scene” remains a catchall term in popular music scholarship, as it describes multiple 
types of collectives.  Initial use began in journalistic articles about various types of cultural 
groups (Bennett and Peterson, 2004).  “Scene,” as an academic term, does steer away from 
subcultural studies, but remains elusive.  Andy Bennett and Richard A. Peterson (2004) describe 
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a musical scene as a group of individuals who distinguish themselves from others based on their 
common musical interests (p. 1).  This definition accurately, but very ambiguously, describes a 
musical collective.  Musical subcultures and communities also designate themselves as distinct 
from others, so this definition could be construed as an elementary description of any musical 
collective. 
 A few scholars analyze musical scenes within specific definitional constructs, but remain 
problematic when applying these definitions to various social groups.  Will Straw (1991) 
presents the most elaborate description of a musical scene by defining it as “…[a] range of 
musical practices [that] coexist, interacting with each other within a variety of processes of 
differentiation, and according to widely varying trajectories of change and cross-fertilization,” 
and further suggests that these practices exist on an international level (p. 373).  This definition 
illustrates a musical scene as multiple types of music cultures that exist together and influence 
each other, forming a constantly changing musical collective.  However, Straw’s definition is 
problematic when applied to smaller, more local musical cultures.  Barry Shank (1994) also 
explains scene as a variety of musical practices or cultures influencing each other, but suggests 
that these cultures exist on a more local level within a geographic space.  Specific notions of 
scene remain unclear even within academic scholarship. 
 The varying definitions of scene and its obscure usage in popular music scholarship 
reinforce ambiguity and confusion, as it is applied to various types of collective cultural groups.  
Many collectives also use scene as a colloquialism due to the journalistic nature of the term; 
various types of musicians often refer to their own musical collectives as such, making it a 
universal term for differing ideologies.  For this reason, I describe Knoxville punk with a 
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comprehensive definition of community, specifically describing the inner dynamics of a 
collective identity. 
 Communities represent collective identities with a relatively stable membership in a 
specific, but not restricted, geographic area (Straw, 1991; Shank, 1994; Pavel, 2009).  These 
groups, which create an intimate network of relationships between individuals, share common 
interests and organize themselves in part to maintain collective, social interests.  Significance of 
these personal relationships creates a foundational strong bond between members, while 
promoting community development and growth. 
  Community building requires social movements, dependent upon individuals that 
connect to one another.  M. Paloma Pavel (2009) describes a community as “…first and foremost 
a social activity based on restoring trust, solidarity, confidence, and faith in the capacity of 
individuals and groups to implement change” (p. xxxxii).  She suggests that the foundation of 
communities is individuals creating strong bonds across diverse backgrounds.  The desire for 
collective identity maintenance promotes a bond between people and development of common 
interests.  However, individuals may be part of one or more collective identities, due to a variety 
of interests. 
 An individual must maintain membership in multiple cultural collectives.  Cultural 
education happens any time one person comes into contact with others.  James Bau Graves 
(2005) explains that individuals may exist in more than one collective, such as a community.  He 
states:  
[A community is] any group of individuals who share something, anything, in common, 
and consider themselves to have some allegiance to each other as a result…. It is a 
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complex matrix of coexisting and overlapping community allegiances that forms the core 
of personal and social identity.  We determine who we are by finding our grounding in 
relationship to others, through seeking our own place in the web of social obligation (p. 
25). 
His description of a community explains the importance of fluid identities, while some scholars 
propose that communities are geographically static and obtain little influence from outside 
sources (Straw, 1991).  In some cases, community education rests in both local and global 
cultural influences. 
A community’s common interests incorporate individual identities, local practices, and 
similar interests from other regions and generations.  Knoxville punks claim a musical heritage 
from local and global punk musical traditions.  The complex inner dynamics of relationships 
between musical communities in different geographic areas illustrates how a musical culture’s 
legacy spans across the globe. 
Punk musicians from the Knoxville area identify with musical practices originating in 
New York, Great Britain, Los Angeles, and elsewhere as well as practices of local musicians.  
Nick Longmire, lead man for the Nimoids, explains that he classifies his band as “mildly punk,” 
and explains, “When I think of punk rock, I think of old bands; like The Vibrators, The 
Jabbers… and of course, The Ramones and The Clash.”  He goes on to explain that his personal 
favorite punk rock bands are actually local, rather than internationally known, and have been 
influential in his personal life and musicianship (Personal Communication, September 22, 2008).  
He acknowledges previous generations of punk musicians and their contributions to the music, 
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but Nick Longmires’s personal influences are fellow members of the community that have 
shaped punk music in Knoxville. 
Close-knit relationships between local musicians promote solidarity within the 
community and a drive for sustaining and developing collective identity (Licterman, 1996; 
Graves, 2005; Paloma, 2009).  Members of the Knoxville punk community take action by 
promoting continuity of their shared beliefs, and incorporate artistic mediums that all members 
view as central to collective identity.  These solidarity-building actions illustrate a type of 
proactive social activism that focuses less on resistance to outside forces and more on the 
maintenance of community stability.  Punks in Knoxville embrace music as a primary agent of 
proactive activism, as opposed to traditional activism, by performing or supporting local punk 
rock music.   
Scholars from many disciplines address social activism as a means of development for 
underrepresented or unrepresented communities; these communities address their developmental 
needs by producing change through individual and collective actions (McAdam and Paulsen, 
1993; Lichterman, 1996; Tarrow, 2005). Individual members congregate, using agents of 
activism both independently and collectively, to promote adequate standards for community 
maintenance and development. These actions have often been presented historically as a process 
of political change for minority groups and non-profit organizations acting against “others” in 
order to improve living conditions or laws (McAdam and Paulsen, 1993; Lichterman, 1996; 
Tarrow, 2005).  Generally, these minority groups are presented as oppressed, and fight for power 
over their oppressors (Gilroy, 1994; Hegel, 2007).  I use these traditional forms of activism as a 
model for community proactivism in my study of Knoxville punk.  Although activism in my 
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study does not produce overt political change, members sustain a specific way of life and 
preserve their prosperity through proactive activism.  Individuals who identify with punk 
lifestyle in Knoxville connect due to strong ties of heritage and shared contemporary practices or 
traditions.  Knoxville punks preserve their way of life by taking on social roles within the 
community and striving to maintain a collective identity.  
 Generally, musicians in the Knoxville punk community have known each other for a long 
period of time, giving them strong interpersonal ties, almost family-like, and establish their 
membership by performing in and attending musical performances.  Nick Lonmire explains that 
in addition to performing, he attempts to support new local rock musicians involved in 
performances at the Pilot Light, a local rock-n-roll venue known for its openness to unsigned and 
local musicians, rather than one of the bigger venues that cater to signed and bigger local acts.  
He explains: 
Yeah... you know, I’d rather see a little three chord band that are on their second show than 
some big, stupid dinosaur act.  It’s like fucking slug... I’d rather see some kids trying to 
grind it out and fuck it up a little bit instead of this super-overproduced crap (Personal 
Communication, September 22, 2008).  
Nick Longmire implies a need of support for local rock musicians.  He later explains that this 
type of support promotes personal relationships between punk musicians and fans, while helping 
their musical community prosper.  Individual contribution aids in collective proactivism as a 
whole by sustaining community beliefs. 
Activist roles, such as a supporting fan or performing musician, are delegated to 
individuals and groups based on needs approved by the community.  Individuals rarely adhere to 
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activist measures in a community unless they feel a strong duty to their fellow members.  
Sociologists Doug McAdam and Ronnelle Paulsen (1993) suggest that an individual activist only 
plays her or his role in community maintenance if she or he feels an obligation to their collective 
identity.  They further explicate that interpersonal relationships within an organization help 
establish the individual’s membership and obligation (p. 644).  Individuals neglect activist roles 
when a lack of duty toward collective identity occurs; the internal dynamics of close-knit 
relationships suffer, and individuals question the strength of the collective’s cultural heritage.  
 In these theories of activism, communities address activism in a series of steps when 
approaching needs of the collective identity.  However, when applied to Knoxville punk these 
steps must be modified.  Mary Nelson and Steven McCullough (2009) explain that Chicago’s 
green line train was on the verge of being stopped permanently in late 1991.  Many groups of 
people in Chicago pooled together to present the constant need for this particular train, because 
the green line is an essential mode of transportation for many of these communities.  Nelson and 
McCullough (2009) broadly detail the steps taken by these communities when addressing the 
need for their transportation: “Identify an issue, form a coalition of allies, hold a press 
conference, put pressure on public officials, keep the issue in the public eye, devise solutions, 
and find funding” (p. 158).  By examining activism in this manner, scholars suggest that any 
social or political change goes through organized steps of development to fulfill needs of a 
collective (Licterman, 1996; O’Donoghue, 2006; Nelson and McCullough, 2009; Pastor, Rosner, 
Ellis, and Tan, 2009).  
 I argue, instead, that activist steps are simplified into three basic levels: need, action, and 
result.  A community decides what is best for its individual members as a whole, by taking all 
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individual opinions into account.  Individual and collective gain is determined through a process 
of questioning need.  Action is taken in order to fulfill this need by individuals, who feel an 
obligation to their community, applying agents of social activism. This inevitably ends in a 
positive, negative, or neutral result.  If the need has been fulfilled, the result is positive; the result 
is negative if the need has not been fulfilled; also, the result is neutral if the community members 
reevaluate the need and deem it unnecessary. 
My study illustrates how the Knoxville punk community addresses these three levels of 
proactivism through musical performance when attempting to sustain and develop their 
collective identity through social proactivism.  Members address the needs of individuals or the 
community as a whole, and use their musical talents as an agent of proactivism toward the end 
result.  Further, each member takes an proactive role by performing music or supporting local 
punk musicians, reaffirming each individual’s duty to the collective, illustrating the solidarity of 
community members, and exemplifying music as an agent of community proactivism. 
Review of Literature 
 Punk music and culture have been heavily researched in contemporary scholarship. 
Journalist Simon Reynolds (2006) presents historical information concerning mainly British 
punk and post-punk music cultures, primarily focusing on the years 1978-1984, but does mention 
a few American punk musicians such as the Ramones, Television, and Patty Smith, that 
contributed to musical style in Great Britain.  As discussed earlier, Jon Savage (2002) explains 
the initiation of punk music culture during the 1970s, not by addressing American punk 
influences, but by connecting musical trends with fashion in London, England.  Likewise, Legs 
McNeil and Gillian McCain (1996) discuss both American and British punk movements by 
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presenting facts as memoirs.  Each of these sources presents punk culture within a context of 
personal agency, in that punks from various generations elaborate on experiences. 
Several other authors also present punk music history as a source of memoirs rather than 
facts in sequential orders.  Stephen Blush (2001) focuses attention on hardcore punk of the 
1980s, and presents historical information in the form of first person perspectives in this music 
culture.  While Blush’s work depicts punk through individual accounts in the 1980s, Michael 
Azerrad (2001) elaborates on the punk legacy associated with indie rock music from the 1980s 
until the early 1990s.  Additionally, Brian Cogan (2008) takes a different approach in The 
Encyclopedia of Punk Music and Culture, and presents punk history as a reference guide.  This 
encyclopedia describes bands, music venues, and trends that emerged as a result of punk culture. 
The descriptive nature of punk scholarship extends into academic research in addition to 
journalistic accounts.  As I argued earlier, subcultural theorists of the Centre for Contemporary 
Cultural Studies attempted an analysis of punk music culture in the 1970s.  Many scholars 
criticize studies by CCCS for their observational methods of research.  Rupa Huq (2005) 
suggests that subcultural studies inaccurately described youth culture in Great Britain by 
romanticizing the state of a hierarchal class system.  Other research mentioned, such as Loraine 
Leblanc’s study of females in punk culture, strengthen the argument that the scope of CCCS 
subcultural theory remains limited.  Moreover, according to several scholars (McRobbies, 1980; 
Clarke, 1981; Huq, 2005), limited acknowledgement of subcultural participation exists beyond 
working class, straight white males in research presented by CCCS theorists. 
After much critique, several CCCS scholars repositioned subcultural theory to include 
views from neglected social groups.  Angela McRobbie (1980) critiques Dick Hebdige’s work on 
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punk subculture.  She suggests that the Centre’s studies are exemplary for their development of 
cultural theory, but she further suggests necessary improvements for the advancement of this 
research.  McRobbie (1980) presents Hebdige’s work as lacking in cultural experience, and 
addresses the aforementioned criticisms of CCCS subcultural theory.  Her main point rests in 
feminist critique and the exclusion of female perspective in subcultures.  However, she also calls 
for extensive reanalysis of black perspectives, furthering Hebdige’s mention of race and 
nationality in his research of punk style, and a further investigation of white male perspective 
from a non-straight point of view. 
Gary Clarke (1981) explains that the subcultural theories presented by CCCS scholars 
impose strict boundaries upon a very fluid cultural identity.  For example, he suggests that 1970s 
punk subcultural style originates from an amalgamation of other subcultures, rather than the 
singular style developed through Hebdige’s concept of bricolage (1979). Clarke further 
explicates that various types of punks existed simultaneously within 1970s Great Britain, and 
that not all were interested in gaining power against a dominant British culture, as CCCS 
subcultural theorists argued.  He illustrates this point through a description of fluid-identity based 
subcultures.  Clarke describes people who sport a specific type of clothing, the Ski Jumper.  He 
suggests that simply by wearing this sweater, the wearer becomes part of the subculture.  
However, fluid identity is problematic when dealing with cultural, ethnic, or nationality 
differences. 
Subcultural theorists from CCCS mention the black experience during the punk 
movement of the 1970s, but address punk with white agency.  Paul Gilroy (1987) examines the 
state of black exclusion in British nationality, and discusses black identity as oscillating between 
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“problem” and “victim.”  Exclusion of this cultural group remains grounded within strict 
boundaries.  Very little research exists about black experience in Great Britain during the 1970s 
punk movement.  Although important to popular music scholarship, theories developed by CCCS 
scholars gave punk agency only to the white, working class male demographic. Due to these 
types of exceptions within subcultural studies, researchers later reformatted their research 
methods to study cultures as active participants and illustrate these cultures with different terms. 
  Ethnographic research methods opened a path for scholars to address subjectivity in 
cultural studies.  As previously discussed, through the research of Bennett (1994), Thornton 
(1995), and Hesmondhalgh (2005), social group designation deviated from the term 
“subculture,” and generated terms such as taste culture, tribe, or scene.  While some of these 
terms remain elusive, researchers’ participation as both observer and participant within a given 
culture presents social groups based on individual and collective subjectivities. 
 As I argued earlier, social group terminology requires a more descriptive word, such as 
“community,” when interdependent relationships between members occur.  I differentiate the 
term community from other terms, based on elaborate definitions drawn from William Straw 
(1991), James Bau Graves (2005), and M. Paloma Pavel (2009).  I suggest that community 
assumes a level of membership stability and solidarity.  In many cases, such as James Bau 
Graves’ (2005) observations of diasporic communities, this solidarity lies within cultural, family, 
and ethnic ties.  In my research of Knoxville punk, I argue that community relies on cultural ties 
that exist as a type of family. 
Knoxville punk draws upon punk ideologies as a foundation for community membership, 
which promotes strong bonds between individuals.  This legacy blurs the line between 
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community and subculture in this area.  Sarah Thornton (1997) suggests that the term 
“community” corresponds closely to the term “subculture,” but argues that the difference 
between the two types of social groups remains undeniable.  She states:  
“Community” tends to suggest a more permanent population… of which the family is the 
key constituent part.  Kinship would seem to be one of the main building blocks of 
community… [One] hears frequently of “youth subcultures,” but seldom of “youth 
communities.”  Youth attempt to define their culture against the parental home (p. 2). 
Unlike Thornton’s description, I argue that youth subcultures can exist simultaneously as youth 
communities.  
For punk musicians in Knoxville, bands are treated as families with strong ties between 
members.  For example, local musician Maggie Brannon now performs with two bands, The 
Dirty Knees and The Sniff, but has been associated simultaneously with her former band, 
Divorce.  Each band consists of different community members, but her association with each 
remains strong due to personal ties between bandmates.  Likewise, researcher Sara Cohen (1991) 
illustrates the “kinship” of musicians in Liverpool, England by mapping out a kinship chart of 
bands associated with one another.  Normally, a kinship chart presents a biological family’s 
heritage.  However, the band kinship chart remains applicable, due to the family-like nature of 
bandmates, and illustrates the desire for the continuation of musical culture ideologies. 
 The perseverance of a “social”-based community rests in the individual members’ desire 
for cultural continuation, rather than biological reproduction as in normal family-based 
communities.  This maintenance of culture develops through social activism.  Social activism 
traditionally stems from a need for social or political change, and community members act either 
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independently or within a collective, as I previously illustrated with articles by Doug McAdam 
and Ronnelle Paulsen (1993) as well as Mary Nelson and Steven McCullough (2009).  Other 
scholars illustrate these independent and collective motives of social activism by examining 
cultural movements. 
 Traditional activism lies in cultural, social, or political change for the benefit of people 
with common interests.  Paul Lichterman (1996) demonstrates activism benefiting social groups 
with the case of the US Greens.  He describes the meetings of this activist group as democratic. 
Members congregate based on what Lichterman calls “personalized politics” (p. 37), address 
needs of the group, and implement actions that correct these needs.  This illustration exemplifies 
traditional activism by depicting change from people who strive to meet the needs of their social 
groups. 
Social proactivism illustrates a community’s purpose for cultural continuation or change 
needed for the collective group’s development.  Both of these factors must occur in order for 
collective groups to thrive.  By focusing attention on the financial prosperity of people in 
collectives, one assures some type of cultural continuation.  For example, cultural continuation 
rests on the social responsibility felt by all members of a social group.  Karen Strobel, Jerusha 
Osberg, and Milbrey McLaughlin (2006) present youth-led organizations as a means of instilling 
this social dedication to one’s community.  These authors state: 
YELL [the youth-led program] uses an empowerment framework to engage young people 
in learning about their communities… it is an action-oriented program in that it involves 
participants in seeking and producing knowledge about a particular social problem or 
issue that interests them (p. 201). 
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The community ensures its development by instilling social dependency upon its members and 
creating a need for social activism and collective preservation. 
 My research contributes primarily to popular music scholarship by analyzing 
contemporary punk cultures within a community context.  Furthermore, I explain how these 
communities incorporate social proactivism as a means of self-preservation.  As suggested by 
many critics of subcultural theories, my research applies community member agency as a 
primary source of information through ethnographic fieldwork methods.  Analysis of primary 
sources leads to the notion that the Knoxville punk community implements music as an agent of 
social proactivism for community development. 
Chapter Outline 
 I construct the subsequent chapters of my research by illustrating various types of 
community social proactivism in the form of case studies.  Each case study provides an 
explanation of how community members in Knoxville punk provide the collective with a channel 
of self-preservation and address the three basic levels of activism: need, action, and result, as I 
discussed earlier.  Although other forms of social proactivism remain, this research focuses on 
three primary needs that the community addresses: the valuation of subcultural capital over 
economic gain, need for community performance space, and the cultural continuation of the 
collective. 
 Chapter Two addresses the presence of subcultural capital within the Knoxville punk 
community, and its significance in forming familial relationships.  I illustrate this concept 
through a description of my first experience at a punk rock show at the Pilot Light, where band 
Bella Terror reinterpreted Usher Raymond’s song “Love in This Club.”  Through experience at 
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this performance, as well as experiences at other Bella Terror shows, I explain that punk 
musicians in Knoxville greatly value cultural knowledge and their association to music over 
economic capital. 
Moreover, Chapter Two reinforces the proactive nature of the Knoxville punk community 
through egalitarian musical performance.  Specifically, I analyze lyrical, musical, and 
performative aspects of both Usher Raymond’s original music and video in relation to Bella 
Terror’s reinterpretation of the song.  By doing so, I espouse that the Knoxville punk community 
rejects notions found in Bourdieu’s theory of cultural capital and demonstrate ideas presented by 
Sarah Thornton’s theory of subcultural capital.   
Chapter Three focuses on the need for socially constructed space and physical places in 
relation to performance practices of Knoxville punk musicians.  Through interviews of local 
punk musicians and observations of their performances, I interpret the community’s reliance on 
socially constructed space in both nomadic house shows such as Third Thursday and the 
physically stable musical venue called The Pilot Light.  Each performance area provides 
opportunities for socio-musical activities in the Knoxville punk community, and community 
development through increases in performance attendance of audience members and new 
musicians.  However, I also differentiate between the two due to the Pilot Light’s established 
presence as a public venue welcoming independent musicians, which presents punk culture to 
non-community members. 
Finally, Chapter Four examines the cultural education of young individuals within the 
Knoxville punk community.  Specifically, I address the Knoxville Girls’ Rock Camp, a 
community based music education organization started by local female punk musicians that 
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provides socio-musical experiences for those who cannot legally enter places such as the Pilot 
Light.  Although this organization specifically targets a younger generation of girls, it illustrates 
the need for self-preservation and development of the punk community.  The music taught within 
this organization follows punk methodologies of musical instruction and performance 
preparation.  By instilling a desire for musical performance, in addition to the punk do-it-yourself 
attitude shared by community members, the Knoxville Girls’ Rock Camp ensures cultural 
agency throughout generations to come. 
Each chapter focuses on specific details pertaining to individual identity, collective 
identity, and how these two relate to each other.  Thorough description of each individual 
identity and the relations within the collective identity, my research provides information 
illustrating inner dynamic relationships between Knoxville punk community members.  Through 
this information, I prove that the Knoxville punk community implements music as an agent of 
social proactivism. 
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Chapter II 
The Price of Proactivism 
 Knoxville punks revere cultural knowledge, especially knowledge of local independent 
musicians, as the foundation for their community beliefs.  In the exaltation of cultural 
knowledge, punks express means of social proactivism.  Community members sacrifice 
economic income and reevaluate social capital for the care of fellow members, and promote the 
unity of independent musicians.  Such sacrifices yield increased social status and a sense of 
“belonging” for individuals, and promote the development of the community as a collective 
identity. 
 This chapter addresses the interaction between economic capital, earned in the form of 
income, and subcultural capital, obtained through socio-musical practices, and the ways that their 
intersection benefits the punk community in Knoxville.  I explain the integration and overlapping 
of these two types of capital through an analysis of my first experience at a punk music 
performance in Knoxville, where local punk band Bella Terror performed a cover of Usher 
Raymond’s song, “Love in This Club” (Raymond, 2008).  Ultimately, this example reinforces 
the notion that economic capital and subcultural capital converge when Knoxville punk members 
address a need for community development, and how punk musicians demonstrate the value of 
cultural knowledge.  I began noticing the trend at the first show I attended at the Pilot Light, 
where the band performing typified community development by extending community 
knowledge in performing a well-known cover song. 
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We Work Hard For the Money 
I came to work at Barley’s tonight, knowing I wouldn’t make more than forty dollars.  
It’s Wednesday; a lack of drink specials and the uninspired generic rock band performing at the 
downstairs stage contribute to the severe shortage of customers.  In my case, this means a lack of 
tips.  The closing server eventually sends me home so that she can make more money. 
As I am mopping the back hallway leading to the kitchen entrance, I hear the Ramones.  
Someone unseen stops the CD player and quickly changes the disc to X the band and the well-
known guitar riff that opens “Johnny Hit and Run Paulene” blares from the speakers.  Upon 
walking into the kitchen, I hear a few kitchen employees start singing “He brought a sterilized 
hypo; to shoot a sex machine drug; he got twenty four hours!” (X the band, 2001).  Jared 
Stoneburg, of the Choreboys, and our coworker, Rebecca Dalton, strike up a conversation about 
X the band and the recent performance in Knoxville.  They continue by bringing up Nick 
Longmire’s show at the Pilot Light tonight: 
Jared: So are you hanging around here since you’re done [working]? 
Paula: No, I think I’m going to go check out Bella Terror down at the Pilot Light.   
Nick invited me the other day, and I’ve never seen any of his bands. 
Jared: Man, I hate having to work when everybody plays.  I want to go tonight. 
Rebecca: Nick didn’t tell me he was playing tonight.  No wonder he asked off  
from work... sucks that we all can’t go down there (Personal Communication, 
August 27, 2008). 
Other employees also mention their desire to attend Nick’s show, but they all agreed that it 
would not be feasible for the entire kitchen staff to request off from work on the same night. 
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 I finish cleaning, say goodnight to the kitchen staff while walking out the back door, and 
head to my car.  I pull out a change of clothes from the trunk, so I won’t head to the show in my 
work shirt.  I leave my blue Pabst apron locked up, but pull five dollars out to pay cover.  After 
changing my clothes in Barley’s restroom, I head a few yards away to Nick Longmire’s show.  I 
apprehensively enter the small building sandwiched between a bookstore and a local dance club.  
I sit down on a booth next to the stage in the Pilot Light, where Nick Longmire’s band, Bella 
Terror, is already performing.  Their positions on stage provide the audience with a clear view of 
each member: Nick Longmire is stage left, playing guitar; Chris Albiston is stage right, playing 
bass; Erik Bennett is back center, playing drums; Brad Fowler is front center, playing keyboards 
(See Figure 1.1 in Appendix). 
 After a minute, the inattentive door guy walks up and asks for my ID and five dollars for 
cover.  I reach for the cash I made in tips tonight and get my hand marked for reentry.  There are 
a few people at the front dancing to the band as I walk toward the stage, joining them.  Though I 
don’t know the words to most of their songs, they end their set with Usher’s “Love in This Club” 
(Raymond, 2008), a song I had heard on the radio for months prior to this performance.  The 
tempo is twice as fast as the original, but the audience dances and joins in singing, knowing 
when to scream the lyric “HEY!” on the offbeat with the band.  Toward the end of the song, the 
guitar and bass lay down a beat while the drums and keyboards drop out.  Brad Fowler and Erik 
Bennett stand up and switch places (See Figures 1.2 and 1.3), causing the few people in the 
audience to start screaming out of excitement for the transition.  The song ends with several 
repetitions of the chorus, and then with Erik Benentt playing a few notes on the keyboard to fade 
out. 
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 After the show, I go up to the front and run into one person I know from school.  We talk, 
but it’s getting late.  As lame as it may seem, I’m still a student and have class the next day.  I 
say goodbye and walk over to the bar and hug Nick Longmire’s shoulders.  Startled, he turns 
around: 
Nick: YOU SHOWED UP!?!  MAN! If I knew you were coming down, I would  
have gotten you in free... 
Paula: It’s okay; I’ll take a rain check for next time... As long as you let me know  
when you guys are playing again. 
Nick: Of course! I think there’s a show sometime next week, but I’ll let you know  
at work (Personal Communication, August 27, 2008). 
We talk for a few minutes, and then I head back to my car in the employee parking section of 
Barley’s. 
Economic Capital and Individuals in the Community 
 I began working in the Old City district of Knoxville at Barley’s Taproom and Pizzeria in 
the summer of 2008, with the intention of analyzing the musical tastes of individuals in various 
locations within the bar.  There were three specific performance spaces in Barley’s where 
differing music played: the upstairs bar with the jukebox playing top forty music; the downstairs 
bar complete with a stage for live local music of various styles and genres; and the kitchen with 
sound system and a stack of CDs and iPods brought by the employees.  Eventually, my attention 
focused primarily on the kitchen staff, their tastes in music, and how they relate to each at work 
and on their days off. 
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 In the two years I spent at Barley’s Taproom, hourly wageworkers, including the kitchen 
staff, fought for raises, clearly indicating a sensed need for more economic capital.  However, I 
observed that this economic need existed strictly for survival.  The value placed upon monetary 
necessity conflicted with social obligations within the punk community, prohibiting many 
musicians from performing as frequently as they desired.  The cost of living rose during this 
period, but most hourly wage employees throughout Knoxville received an insubstantial raise, if 
any, due to the constant rate of unemployment in the state of Tennessee (Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, 2010).  Most of my coworkers at Barley’s experienced economic hardship, as many of 
the kitchen staff remained working for minimum wage. 
 Current employees suffered from a lack of opportunity for increased pay, as many 
employers could barely afford the staff working at the time.  When I personally made a comment 
about the current minimum wage increase in Tennessee to Barley’s manager, Jim Williams, he 
stated, “We couldn’t afford to give everyone raises all at once, but [you all] did get the wage 
increase, we’re not going to just overlook that” (Personal Communication, November 15, 2008).  
As a result of stagnant pay levels, many of my coworkers from Barley’s fell behind on their rent 
and utility bills and found employment elsewhere.  The few remaining “original” kitchen staff 
workers were granted their requests for raises, beyond the minimum wage increase, 
approximately one year later when other workers, who would start off at minimum wage, were 
hired.  Those workers granted the raise increase were some of the few remaining punk musicians 
at Barley’s who continued regularly attending fellow musicians’ performances in the Old City.  
The kitchen employees who found work elsewhere continued attending shows occasionally at the 
Pilot Light, but no longer had the flexible schedule they enjoyed while working for minimum 
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wage at Barley’s.  The musicians I met in the Old City chose between financial stability and 
social obligations within the community; only in very few occasions they granted both. 
 Music making in the Knoxville punk community remains primarily a social experience 
and rarely becomes a source of consistent income.  Punks hesitate to identify their jobs as 
“careers,” but do differentiate between their employment as the source for wages and the 
lifestyle associated with music performances.  In many cases, musical experiences outweigh the 
need for economic income.  As I describe above, the punk musicians working at Barley’s had 
ample opportunity for days off when a performance occurred, but sacrificed potential income in 
return.  For example, Nick Longmire had asked off for the night at Barley’s so he could perform 
at the Pilot Light.  As a result of his request for the night off, other kitchen staff workers took the 
shift that he would normally work and obtained economic capital, but at the sacrifice of social 
opportunities. 
 Knoxville punks consistently identify themselves first as musicians.  When introduced to 
people like Nick Longmire and Jared Stoneburg, I discovered that these musicians identify with 
their bands rather than their job title; i.e. Nick Longmire, the lead man of the Nimoids, or Jared 
Stoneburg, the singer for the Choreboys.  Throughout my several years of research, I also began 
involuntarily referring to musicians by their band names and musical instruments rather than by 
their actual name. 
 Knoxville punks’ musical backgrounds vary from self-taught to formally trained, but 
most consider music making a social obligation to the community rather than an opportunity for 
income.  Local musician and Pilot Light bartender, Josh Wright, explained that his bachelor’s 
degree in music education afforded him a good experience and solid musical training, but as he 
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stated, “I realized I don’t want to teach music for the rest of my life.  I substitute taught for a 
while, and it’s just not something I want to do in order to make money” (Personal 
Communication, April 26, 2010).  A few other members of the punk community were also 
educated in music, but Josh Wright’s experience was unique.  He began formal music study 
around age six, when he started playing piano and singing in a choir led by his father, eventually 
pursuing a bachelor’s degree in music education.  While he still enjoys performing music, and 
remains grateful for his education, Josh Wright chose a job at a local co-op grocery store as his 
primary source of income, rather than pursuing a career teaching music.  He noted, “I get good 
insurance.  I like my job, and the people I work with… It’s not that I don’t like music.  I still play 
all the time.  I would just rather not be in a classroom teaching it” (Personal Communication, 
April 26, 2010).  He, like most Knoxville punk musicians, understands the necessity of money, 
but reserves music as an integral social experience while keeping a steady income at a non-
musical place of employment. 
 In many societies, acquired economic capital illustrates an individual’s social status.  
Some scholars argue that money provides those with higher economic status more opportunities 
in the form of pursuing social understanding and experience, asserting that money ultimately 
equals social power (Bourdieu, 1984; Bourdieu, Chamboredon, et al, 1991; Bourdieu, 2001).  
Bourdieu, Chamboredon, Passeron, and Krais (1991) discuss the ascension of manual 
wageworkers into the middle class as their income increases: 
[One of the] chief sociological implications of the argument that the more prosperous of 
the country’s manual wage workers are being assimilated into the middle class [is… that] 
being essentially similar to many middle class persons in the economic position and their 
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normative orientation, these manual workers are being accepted by the former on terms 
of social equality in both formal and informal social interaction (p.101). 
In their view, economic capital equals social status and when one attains more money, he or she 
advances into higher social classifications.  Knoxville punks, however, reject this notion of social 
classification within their community, while acknowledging that class hierarchy is a product of 
the dominant society. 
 Knoxville punk musicians equate status not with economic capital, but with knowledge 
and participation in their subcultural capital.  As I have demonstrated, punk community members 
work mainly out of necessity for survival.  Most punks obtain employment that accommodates 
their lifestyles as musicians, but offers only minimum wage pay.  Most punks in Knoxville also 
choose musical experience over work, devoting their time to music and development of their 
community. 
 When musical performances require spending money for a cover charge, community 
members value subcultural experience over economic importance.  Nick Longmire illustrated 
this concept when he mentioned that he could have gotten me in to the show for free; my 
personal community knowledge remained more important than the band or venue’s need for 
money.  In this respect, Knoxville punks do not develop their community with economic capital, 
but rather through subcultural experience. 
Community Knowledge as Subcultural Capital 
 Subcultural capital exists through accepted practices developed by social groups, such as 
the Knoxville punk community.  Sarah Thornton (1995) explains that underground cultural 
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groups, those who typically reject a dominant culture’s media, maintain members through the 
relay of social knowledge, which creates subcultural capital.  She argues: 
The underground espouses a fashion system that is highly relative; it is all about position, 
context and timing.  Its subcultural capitals have built-in obsolescence so that it can 
maintain its status not only as the prerogative of the young, but the “hip” (p. 118). 
Thornton’s description includes members from all ages that obtain cultural knowledge, not just 
youth subcultures rejecting older dominant cultures.  Trends change within social groups; 
members understand and accept or reject the trend changes, developing the accepted culture 
knowledge of the collective identity.  Thus, membership in social groups demonstrates 
subcultural capital changing as well. 
 Individual identity within the collective exists in a state of fluidity due to musical 
performances in public music venues, as well as in personal homes known as “house shows.”  
Thornton’s fieldwork revolved around musical practices at raves held in a variety of different 
locations, and the knowledge needed to attend these raves as a clear form of subcultural capital 
(Thornton, 1995).  Likewise, the Pilot Light remains one of Knoxville’s longest running open 
independent music venues, and acts as a center for subcultural knowledge.  It exists as a public 
area where non-punk community members may obtain subcultural capital in the form of 
performing or some manner of audience participation.  The venue now opens every day for “bar 
nights,” rather than closing when no bands would perform, furthering participatory opportunities 
for outsiders interested in the community.  The bartenders and punk community bar patrons 
disseminate the information outsiders need for future punk music performances. 
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 After my initial Bella Terror show, I began attending more performances at the Pilot 
Light and met new members of the punk community in Knoxville.  Most of the musicians I was 
introduced to asked what my research was about and how they could help in the process.  I didn’t 
know very many people, so Nick Longmire and Jared Stoneburg kept inviting me to their shows.  
Eventually, I met members from other bands who performed with them.  Each time I attended 
these shows and met people, I gained a bit more subcultural capital, or cultural knowledge, 
providing a solid foundation for the framework of my research. 
 In some cases, I was invited to special events that only community members were 
attending.  A few months into my research, members of numerous bands requested that I attend 
and video their inaugural awards show called “The Thursdays.”  The event was held at one of the 
same homes, as the monthly house shows known as “Third Thursday,” and was by invitation 
only.  Throughout the entire night, bands from the Knoxville punk community performed music, 
and reminisced about previous Third Thursday shows, while giving and receiving awards.  The 
final band performing was Bella Terror, after receiving both “Best Band,” among four possible 
nominees, and “Best Song,” for their cover of “Love in This Club” by Usher Raymond (See 
Figure 1.4).  This award exemplified punks’ value of subcultural knowledge, by awarding a band 
that took a well-known top-forty song that made millions of dollars off mainstream media 
consumers and manipulated it to fit their musical style and community development. 
Usher Makes Millions; Bella Terror Wins Over the Community 
 My experience at the Bella Terror performances illustrates the importance of community 
knowledge among Knoxville punks.  Although many audience members who identify as 
Knoxville punks knew Bella Terror’s lyrics and music, their cover of the R&B song “Love In 
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This Club” provided punk community members and “outsiders” an opportunity for subcultural 
experience (Raymond, 2008).  A careful analysis of both the original song by Usher and the 
cover by Bella Terror further suggests that Knoxville punk musicians devalue the importance of 
economic capital while elevating subcultural capital for the sake of community development. 
 Usher Raymond’s original recording of “Love in This Club”, featuring rap artist Young 
Jeezy, is a narrative song focusing on the seduction of a woman at a dance club or bar 
(Raymond, 2008).  The musical complexity of this Billboard hit rests in what Ingrid Monson 
refers to as “riffs” (Monson, 1999).  Monson (1999) describes riffs in the context of African 
American music, defining them as “[Short] repeated segments of sound, deployed singly, in call 
and response, in layers, as melody, accompaniment, and bass line…” (p. 1).  In my analysis, I 
incorporate Monson’s idea of a riff, as a descriptive term, for the various, overlapping parts of 
both Usher and Bella Terror’s renditions of “Love in This Club.”  Before describing Bella 
Terror’s interpretations of the song, I analyze the original recording with reference to both sound 
and music video performances by Usher Raymond. 
 Usher begins his original recording with a short monologue, preceding the beginning of 
any melody or accompaniment riff, and establishes his role as the primary voice in the audio 
recording as well as the face in the music video.  Over a synthesizer drone in the background, 
Usher exclaims: 
 Gotta do it for the ladies 
 And I gotta keep it hood 
 Where we at Polo (Hey!) 
 I see you Ryan 
 …You was right 
 But we just getting started (Raymond, 2008). 
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He insinuates the presence of other performers in the song, after establishing his own voice as 
primary, when he asks “Where we at Polo?”  The keyboard’s accompaniment riff, consisting of a 
scalar movement rising and falling that Usher later imitates in his primary melody, begins after 
the bodiless voice responds with “Hey!” (See Figure 1.5).  Usher remains the only identifiable 
voice throughout the song, with the exception of an interjection by Young Jeezy, which I 
describe later. 
 Usher’s voice appears in two riffs: first, as the main melody (See Figure 1.6) and second 
as a separate layer that belongs to the underlying accompaniment that responds to the main 
melody (See Figure 1.7).  Adding emphasis to the main lyrical content, an accompaniment riff 
lyric repeats throughout the chorus stating “I wanna make love in this club; in this club; in this 
club…” (Raymond, 2008).  These separate riffs, sung by the same voice, reiterate Usher as the 
primary voice throughout the song.   
The main melodic riff also transitions into a rap section performed by Young Jeezy that 
emphasizes rhythm rather than melody.  Even though Usher and Young Jeezy’s performance 
styles remain distinctly different, the lyrical content remains the same.  Jeezy raps: 
I’m what you want, I’m what you need 
He got you trapped, I’ll set you free 
Sexually, mentally, physically, emotionally 
I’ll be like your medicine; you’ll take every dose of me 
It’s going down on aisle 3, I’ll bag you like some groceries 
And every time you think about it you gon’ want some more of me 
About to hit the club, make a movie, yeah, rated R 
Pulled up like a trap star 
That’s if you have yo regular car 
You wanna make love to a thug in the club with his sights on 
87 jeans and a fresh pair of Nikes on 
On the couch, on the table, on the bar, or on the floor 
You can meet me in the bathroom, yeah; you know I’m trained to go (Raymond, 2008). 
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Jeezy’s lyrics add a narrative aspect to Usher’s main melodic riff.  Rather than addressing the 
song’s female subject in a seductive manner that insinuates sexual pursuit, Jeezy solicits her in a 
much more forward manner, assuming that she will need him.  During his rap, the 
accompaniment drops out, except for the rhythmic groove riff heard throughout the song (See 
Figure 1.8) and the background structural tones that outline the keyboard riff (Figure 1.5).  This 
reinforces the overarching theme of sexual seduction in a dance club by connecting Usher and 
Young Jeezy’s voices with similar instrumental accompaniment. 
 Visual imagery in the music video for “Love in This Club” adds to the sense of sexual 
availability, and plays on the idea of fantasy.  In the video, the scene opens with Usher sitting 
alone on a couch in a club with no music playing.  A beautiful woman appears and disappears 
sporadically.  The music begins as the scene shifts to Usher standing alone in front of a bar, 
reciting his opening monologue.  Throughout the video, patrons of the club appear and disappear 
like the woman at the beginning, insinuating that the experience is nothing more than a dream.  
Most frequently, patrons appear when the chorus resounds or when the lyrics mention more than 
one person.  Usher remains the only “tangible” or “real” person within the club throughout the 
entire video.  His “realness” is shared only with Young Jeezy, who performs in front of a crowd 
at the bar, including Usher himself.  In two different scenes, artists including Kanye West and P 
Diddy also make appearances, subtly alluding to the idea of community within rap and R&B.  
However, they have no “voice” within the song and remain a fleeting allusion like the other 
patrons at the club. 
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 Bella Terror’s performance contrasts with the original recording and music video. The 
punk band employs musical manipulation and reinterpretation, while retaining melodic and 
harmonic structures and lyrical content, which actively builds community among Knoxville 
punks.  The retaining of musical elements from the original song, Bella Terror provides non-
community members an opportunity to experience a familiar song in a new setting.  During the 
aforementioned performance described, I found myself participating during the song because of 
its popularity.  Bella Terror’s reinterpretation of this pop song sparked my own interest in their 
other music on a personal level. 
 Consequently, the title “Love in This Club” takes on new meaning during this 
performance.  While Usher Raymond’s original context for the song focuses on seduction and 
sexual pursuit of a woman by highlighting one man’s desire, the punk cover by Bella Terror 
suggests an allegory of familial love and community acceptance inside the punk venue.  Through 
the context of the venue and its constituent community, the performance emphasizes 
egalitarianism; each participant, whether musician or audience member, stands equally to others. 
 Each riff reinterpreted by Bella Terror remains equal in context, with no one riff standing 
out as prominent for too long.  By keeping each member’s volume level during performance 
balanced through most of the song, the riffs appear equal in auditory sound as well as context.  
This reinforces the idea of egalitarian musical performance from the overall effect of the cover 
song.  Ingrid Monson (1999) explains the idea of riffs in context to the Count Basie song “Sent 
for You Yesterday,” and proposes them as reinterpretations of African and African-diasporic 
music.  She states: 
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What interests me about the riffs in ‘Sent for You Yesterday’ are the simultaneous 
periodicities operating throughout the arrangement and their continuities with Caribbean, 
and West and Central African musics.  Although musics such as jazz, Afro-Cuban, zouk, 
[etc.,] are extremely divergent in terms of musical surface, the continuities at the level of 
collective musical process and use of repetition are striking (p. 36). 
Monson further examines the melodic structures of Basie’s song, proposing a relationship to 
African music.  Although she does not argue for a direct cultural relationship explaining the 
similarity between the two riff versions, Monson suggests a noticeable connection between 
Basie’s band and African musicians.  Likewise, Bella Terror’s cover of “Love in This Club” 
explicitly provides “outsiders” with a cultural connection to the punk community in Knoxville by 
reinterpreting a popular song that most people would recognize. 
 Musically, Bella Terror’s cover exemplifies equality between vocalists and 
instrumentalists.  Rather than exaggerating a single-voiced melodic layer on top of a 
multilayered accompaniment riff, Chris Albiston performed in a punk style by singing with less 
precise diction, emphasizing the rhythm of both Usher’s melody and Young Jeezy’s rap 
interjection; this supported continuity and balance, since only one voice was amplified.  This 
single voice maintained equilibrium in the band, as Chris Albiston also monitored his vocal 
volume to fit the egalitarian nature of the cover song.  However, the vocals stood out at points, 
when the audience interjected with “Hey,” insinuating that lyrics proved important more with 
audience participation than just being sung by one person.  This provided instrumentalists in the 
band, as well as audience members, a chance for personal and mutual performance within a 
mutually reinforcing texture. 
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 Unlike Usher’s version, the punk reinterpretation provided various individual 
opportunities in the limelight, emphasizing a totality of community voices.  When Usher 
performs, especially in the music video, he exists as the only “real” person.  His positioning as 
the “face” and “voice” of the original recording direct the emphasis toward an individual’s 
desire.  In contrast, Chris Albiston exists as a part of the band, and a part of the community as a 
whole.  He omits the monologue at the beginning; his vocals remain part of an overall balanced 
texture, and his positioning at stage right, rather than front and center, gives him a peripheral 
role, allowing for others, or the community as a whole, to occupy the central space in 
performance (See again, Figures 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3).  Further emphasizing the dynamic, Brad 
Fowler’s keyboard part shares main melodic structural tones with the primary melodic riff—sung 
by Chris Albiston—through the entire song.  No single part is emphasized over others.  Nick 
Longmire, Erik Bennett, and Brad Fowler even join audience members in the accented offbeat 
lyric “Hey!” while Chris Albiston sings the primary melodic riff (Figure 1.7) along with the 
instrumental accompaniment.  By singing with the audience, Bella Terror accentuates their 
equitable relationship with other members of the community. 
 The visual aspects of the punk performance also give attention to groups, rather than a 
single individual, as in Brad Fowler and Erik Bennett switching instruments in the middle of the 
song: the band is thus grouped as guitar with bass and keyboard with drums (Figures 1.1, 1.2, & 
1.3).  Surprised audience members react directly to the variation in instrumentation, but continue 
to dance to the music.  Chris Albiston and Nick Longmire remain musically prominent during 
this time, as they continue playing the accompaniment riff, while the other band members trade 
places.  In either case, audience members pay attention to one of two groups, consisting of more 
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than one person.  This reinforces community identity over individuality, in that no one person in 
the band remains in the spotlight for too long. 
 Bella Terror’s interpretation of this song, as well as Usher’s popularity at the release of 
“Love in This Club,” promote community development through outsider participation at the Pilot 
Light.  Many of the audience members that night, including myself, experienced Knoxville punk 
music for the first time.  Although many outsiders understand punk music’s stylistic influence on 
mainstream music as well as its influence on marginalized social groups, the Knoxville punk 
community retains its own developed philosophy and community knowledge.  Bella Terror 
indirectly promoted their own music, as well as music of other punk bands in Knoxville, by 
performing a song relatable to people outside their community.  Beth Stewart, my coworker at 
Barley’s, attended this show with me, and continued attending subsequent punk shows because, 
as she stated, “That cover is really awesome, but even their own music is fun.  They’re one of my 
favorites in town right now” (Personal Communication, December 2008).  If “outsiders” enjoyed 
the cover, and came to appreciate Bella Terror’s other songs, further audience and community 
participation could occur.  As a result of such interaction, punk membership grows and 
community knowledge develops through expanding appreciation of music. 
 Even though many similarities exist between the two versions of this song, economic 
differences abound.  The original recording by Usher blared from nearly every dance club in 
America due to its stint on the Billboard R&B charts for sixty-nine weeks and forty-two weeks 
on the Top 200, from 2008 until 2009.  It debuted as number one on both, in addition to other 
charts worldwide (Billboard, 2010).  Usher made millions of dollars from the song’s release, as 
well as approval from mainstream media.  However, Bella Terror’s cover earned them punk 
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audience approval in specific venues, possibly a small amount of cash from other venues, and a 
few awards at the inaugural punk music ceremony known as “The Thursdays” (See again, Figure 
1.4).  Bella Terror, as well as other Knoxville punk bands, base their success more on acceptance 
from the community rather than income; this exemplifies the devaluing of economic capital in 
relation to the community knowledge and participation. 
 By reinterpreting a top-forty hit into a cover song, Bella Terror displayed musical style 
accepted by most Knoxville punk musicians, and made this knowledge and experience accessible 
to outsiders.  Furthermore, audience participation within the music performances exemplified 
collective identity, as each member understood their part of the song and performed within a 
balanced texture.  This cover became a significant part of punk community life in 2008, and 
encouraged socio-musical development. 
 The Pilot Light gained popularity as a result of the significantly increasing outsider 
participation.  Unknowing to newcomers to the punk community, the Pilot Light remains one of 
the longest running independent music venues in Knoxville.  As exemplified in the musical 
performances held at this establishment, punks and outsiders find “common ground” in a public 
place. 
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Chapter III 
Constructing Spaces and Places 
 Punks in Knoxville find performance areas in tangible physical places, henceforth 
“place,” and intangible social spaces, referred to as “space.”  These punk musicians hold both 
place and space as equally important, and sometimes do not differentiate between the two, due to 
each complementing the other.  Knoxville punks consider place as important when it proves 
significant to collective identity, and intertwines aspects of space through performances, 
socializing, and other forms of congregation.  Currently, the Pilot Light exists as the preeminent 
place for public punk music performances in Knoxville, as it represents the community as a 
whole, through socially salient activities such as live music shows, bar nights, and benefits that 
promote social space creation (See Figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5).  Concurrently, Third 
Thursday house shows provide a created abstract space, at various locations, for punk musicians 
in Knoxville to perform.  The spaces and places of Knoxville punk provide areas for social 
development through musical performance, and provide cultural memories for participants who 
frequent these areas. 
 Punks reaffirm their collective identity through acceptance of previous punk culture as a 
foundational element for local punk music development, rather than basing contemporary 
practices on nostalgia of punk history.  Guthrie P. Ramsey, Jr. (2003) distinguishes between 
history and memory in the matter of context.  He states, “History is science: a scholarly 
discipline, objective, based on empirical evidence and detached analysis.  Memory, on the other 
hand, is personal, ‘subject to the biases, quirks, and rhythms of the individual mind’” (p. 27).  
Ramsey suggests that history lies within fact-based research, while memory illustrates the 
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subjective nature of an individual or group.  In Knoxville, previous historical accounts and 
research exist as a foundation for community formation because past generations of punk 
musicians established musical style and culture that current punks embrace.  However, firsthand 
interpretations of collectively accepted musical styles and social ideologies, in the form of 
socially driven memories, provide the subjective means for the punk music community’s 
maintenance and development.  Punk musicians in Knoxville create socially driven spaces within 
physically constructed places, as a means for community development.  Even though the primary 
function of these spaces is to convey cultural experience and community memories, physical 
place sometimes connotes and represents an embodiment of the collective memory. 
 Place and space exist simultaneously, but social atmosphere, created by punk musicians, 
provides the foundational significance of the abstract space of Third Thursday nomadic house 
shows and the Pilot Light as a stationary place for public music performances.  The connection 
between notions of space and place in these musical performance areas illustrates how 
individuals signify objects within their community, while making space and place necessary 
areas to collective identity (Soja, 1989; Werlen, 1993; Soja, 2000).  Geographer Yi-Fu Tuan 
expresses space and place with regard to the experience of each individual in a collective 
identity.  His notions of passive and active experience in space and place illustrate space as an 
abstract concept, and place as the physical embodiment of the abstraction.  Tuan (1975) explains: 
There is, however, an important distinction between the passive and active modes of 
experience: the sensations of the passive mode are locked inside individuals and have no 
public existence.  What we see can be presented in pictures and maps, to which all have 
access.  Pictures and maps are public.  What we think is capable of embodiment in 
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languages of varying degrees of technicality.  But the special quality of a fragrance, taste, 
or touch cannot be projected onto a public stage other than through pictorial and 
linguistic means.  [Further, place] is a center of meaning constructed by experience.  
Place is known not only through the eyes and mind but also through the more passive and 
direct modes of experience, which resist objectification (p. 152). 
For Knoxville punk musicians, house shows significantly represent the modes of experiences, 
while independent music venues that cater to punk exists as a physical construction of such 
musical experiences.  The experience of Knoxville punks provides them with necessary 
subcultural capital, as discussed in chapter two, to continue developing their community and 
embracing cultural knowledge rooted in musical performance and participation.  
Similarly, Knoxville punk musicians assign subcultural value to their performance places 
and spaces, rather than assessing them through monetary worth, suggesting that both space and 
place exist equally within the collective and simultaneously complimenting one another (Werlen, 
1993).  Henri Lefebvre (1991) describes a similar construction of place and space in relation to 
Venice, Italy.  He suggests that two factors affect the people and culture within the city.  
Lefebvre explains:  
Consider the case of a city – a space which is fashioned, shaped and invested by social 
activities during a finite historical period.  Take Venice, for instance… This unity goes 
deeper… It combines the city’s reality with its ideality, embracing the practical, the 
symbolic and the imaginary.  In Venice, the representation of space (the sea at once 
dominated and exalted) and representational space (exquisite lines, refined pleasures, 
[etc…]) are mutually reinforcing… (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 73; Lefebvre’s emphasis). 
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In this passage, Lefebvre explains that tangible representation of space and the intangible 
representational space exist simultaneously in one area.  The two environments, place and space 
respectively, do exist together, but also exist separately.  Physically constructed places are not 
necessarily socially constructed spaces, and vice versa.  In Knoxville punk, places tangibly 
embody punk identity and exist as a source of identity confirmation, while conceptually 
constructed spaces provide abstract confirmation through experience, when these two converge.  
Knoxville punks identify with places and spaces through collectively constructed social 
affirmation, mirroring Lefebvre’s concept of city life in Venice. 
Knoxville punks create social atmosphere by performing music in abstracted spaces such 
as the Third Thursday house shows.  Nick Longmire spoke about Third Thursday’s inception, in 
opposition to Knoxville’s First Friday monthly art shows.  He comments on the house show’s 
progression: 
Yeah, well everybody knows what First Friday is—it’s a night where the whole town’s 
art galleries and bullshit open up—and all the fucking little hipsters come out to drink 
fucking free wine and free beer…  I’ve been out [to First Friday], and it fucking sucked 
and I just drank alcohol all night.  It’s an excuse to get drunk in this town, like 
[Knoxville] needs one.  We started [Third Thursday] because we were fucking bored and 
there aren’t many [musical performance] shows on First Friday, [but] it gets everyone 
out.  So fuck that, we’ve gotten novelty bands, out of town bands, and all kinds of stuff 
that plays [at Third Thursday].  We started it in like March, or maybe it was April [2008].  
I can’t remember, [but] the last time [September 18, 2008] was the most people we’ve 
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ever had there, [and I’m really impressed by that] (Personal Communication, September 
22, 2008). 
Nick Longmire’s memory of Third Thursday’s initiation suggests that his group of friends 
created a social space that promotes community development, but eventually this house show’s 
existence grew into a staple of their punk identity in Knoxville.  Punks attending Third Thursday 
did not fixate on the physical representation of the music performance, but rather the notion that 
Third Thursday was a gathering at a specific time. 
Conversely, the Pilot Light’s success grew due to the community's commitment to punk 
music performance over the past decade, and punk musicians’ desire to perform music in public.  
The club provides a place to house collectively defining social activities, such as performances, 
manifesting into socially constructed space within the Pilot Light.  Many punk musicians who 
performed regularly at house shows, such as Third Thursday, likewise performed regularly at the 
Pilot Light.  The venue eventually became a center for social activity without booked 
performances, when Jason Boardman, the owner, decided to keep the bar open every night for 
“bar nights.”  Even though Knoxville punks construct spaces and places differently, the areas 
remain equally important and often complementary. 
Some spaces exist within many different places, providing preeminence to the socially 
constructed space over one signified, designated place.  Such spaces reinforce the punk 
community's collective identity through performances that reflect accepted punk musical style 
and ideologies without the restriction of a single geographic area.  The configuration of place 
does not necessarily prohibit the creation of community space.  Sally Harrison-Pepper (1991) 
researched similar issues with street performers in Washington Square, located in New York.  
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She suggests that street performers create place through negotiations of space relationships 
between performers and audience members.  She states, “Street performers know that it is 
essential to choose a location appropriate to their style of performance and consonant with civic 
expectations and demands” (Harrison-Pepper, 1991; p. 9).  She further explains that performers 
do not interfere in the space of other performers, and claim place through the act of returning to 
specific places for performances.  Although one particular person in the square claims no 
physical place indefinitely, performers create social space during the performance. 
Space creation during performance establishes a sense of identify for all performers 
participating at any given time.  In Washington Square, place was established through the 
creation of space, giving the street performers more flexibility to move freely in the square when 
needed (Harrison-Pepper, 1991).  Likewise, there are a limited number of accepted punk music 
venues in Knoxville that welcome local independent artists, as many of the venues in town do 
not cater to Knoxville punk performance style.  Punks create their own social space within the 
homes of musicians in the form of house shows, such as Third Thursday.  Therefore, these 
musicians must make the most out of where they perform; the only constant factor in 
performance is the social atmosphere created within any given place. 
In some cases, the socially constructed space produces lasting signification, where the 
very act of performing creates symbolic meaning for future performances, while the space exists 
in the collective memory of the punk community in Knoxville.  Guthrie P. Ramsey, Jr. (2003) 
discusses this type of community-based memory among African American musicians in the 
United States.  He contends that the social value and historical relevance of musical performance 
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work together in forming a more solid community, rather than interpreting a collective’s music 
as mere nostalgia.  Ramsey expresses: 
While my agenda may seem on the surface like a retro or reactionary move to reclaim 
some of the “mythic romance” of days gone by, I am, in fact, arguing for an 
understanding of the social and historical contingency of musical value.  [Formal] logic 
of musical performances [do not] simply [prove the community’s musical] “greatness” or 
universality.  Rather, [it provides] signifying potential within a specific social history at 
the nexus of musical pleasure… (Ramsey, 2003, p. 41; Ramsey’s emphasis). 
Ramsey’s study provides an in depth analysis of African American musical history within a 
memory-based social context.  Likewise, Knoxville punk musicians share their own collective 
memory through accepted ideologies and continual renegotiation of musical styles.  For example, 
the Third Thursday house shows, their award ceremonies, and other simultaneous or spin off 
performances, provide punk musicians with a variety of places to regenerate community 
development.  Greater than any specific physical location, these experiences, which tie to Tuan’s 
notions of passive and active, play on the musical past and collective memory of Knoxville punk 
rock. 
 Space and place prove essential for Knoxville punks, by providing environments where 
music exists as an agent of community development.  In Knoxville, the Pilot Light remains a 
place of social congregation and familial love, discussed previously with reference to Bella 
Terror’s cover of “Love in This Club,” and the reinterpretation of musical lyrics.  Comparatively, 
Third Thursday house shows establish space as identity affirmation without the restriction of a 
geographic area.  These specific performance areas in Knoxville provide punk musicians with 
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performance opportunities that proactively sustain and develop their community.  Punks 
negotiate the importance of spaces, places, or a combination of both, by frequenting geographic 
areas that welcome their personal musical style and social ideologies.  As I suggested, Third 
Thursday and the Pilot Light stood out during my period of participant observation of the punk 
community in Knoxville, because both areas provide punks with integral connections to other 
musicians through musical style and sociological development in performance.  More detailed 
observations illustrate how punks create and manipulate spaces or places around them, framing 
areas for collective identity affirmation. 
Celebrating Space 
   Tonight is the first annual Knoxville punk awards ceremony called “The Thursdays.”  
It’s January ninth, and I make it to the Third Thursday house around nine thirty, arriving to find 
nicely dressed people, some in tuxes or satin dresses and others in t-shirts and sport coats, 
standing in the frigid January air on the front porch.  I walk past beer cans strewn on the ground 
and a cloud of cigarette smoke around the house.  Many regular attendees of the monthly house 
show had brought people with them; the resulting crowd appears double the size of that found at 
the usual performances held on each third Thursday of every month.  After greeting those I 
know, I reposition the bag of recording gear over my shoulder and make my way to the front 
door of the house. 
Upon walking into the living room, members of the band Snickledoff Dickledorf and the 
Silver Kanookie Punchers (Brad Fowler, Andrea Markel, and William Tugwell) were already 
setting up to perform an acoustic set on the couch.  I could hear a few people in the basement 
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setting up the speakers and PA, while the Snickledoff band members played songs with two 
acoustic guitars, a small electric keyboard, and a single snare drum.   
As the acoustic sound fades into reverberating sound checks blaring from the stairway, a 
person dressed in a penguin suit comes upstairs to tell everyone the sound system is ready.  I 
head down a few minutes before the crowd, carefully descending worn out creaky steps.  The 
only people downstairs thus far is someone sitting behind a make shift bar and Daniel McBride, 
the MC for the evening.  I greet both of them and set up my equipment to make sure everything 
is working properly. 
 The basement, dimly lit with strands of Christmas lights, is the same temperature as the 
frigid air outside.  As the crowd of well-dressed punks makes their way downstairs, a homemade 
CD plays the Third Thursday theme song created by Daniel, who is now lingering in front of the 
drum set and PA, behind the microphone.  As the empty space fills with people, Daniel takes the 
microphone to welcome everyone to the event with the Thursdays theme song still playing in the 
background, which loops the words “Third Thursday is ridiculous” over a series of rhythmic 
electronic pops.  As the themes fades, Daniel begins, “You know, we always have video games 
going on at this place.  It’s usually Doctor Mario, and we’re about to give away the award for the 
Ultimate Button Pusher… To present the award is the notorious, European, Phil.”  Phil Graham 
grabs the microphone and says, “How’s everybody doing tonight? You know, there’s an unsung 
hero here at Third Thursday, and I’d like to present the award for Ultimate Button Pusher to 
Mary Denman—get your fucking ass down here.”  Mary Denman arrives at the microphone, and 
gives a short thank you speech, read from a notecard. 
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 Daniel McBride returns to the microphone and exclaims, “Mary Denman everybody, 
number one button pusher of Third Thursday of 2008!” The crowd cheers as Daniel McBride 
continues, “So I don’t know what you’ve been told about this [first] group.  They always astound 
me.  They always amaze me… The original, the authentic, and only true—CHOREBOYS.”  The 
Choreboys crank out a five minute set, complete with their song, “Belushi,” in which Jared 
Stoneburg screams out lyrics, while Brad Fowler responds with a dialogue sung an octave 
higher.  Mike Ellison flies through notes on the guitar, while William Tugwell and Bryan 
Fribourg keep a fast-paced beat on bass and drums.  The set up for the presentation prohibits 
anyone from moshing and dancing, but the audience members continue moving to the rhythm 
pulsing from the PA. 
 The festivity continues with a few solo and duet acts, first with Brad Fowler singing and 
playing guitar.  He plays his full-length version of the Daniel Johnston song, “Funeral Home,” 
which sparks an audience sing-along.  After only two or three more songs, he puts his guitar 
down and commences with another award, for best voice.  Brad Fowler explains that the winner 
is his own hometown hero in the community, Mitchel Garza.  As Brad Fowler looks around the 
crowd for Mitchel Garza, musicians set up behind him.  Unfortunately, Mitchel was still at work 
and unable to attend.  Brad accepts the trophy, with a self-made sticker reading “Best Voice,” on 
Mitchel’s behalf, then moves away for the next band, Big Bad Oven. 
 Josh Wright strums a few chords on his homemade lap steel, while Will Fist kicks a few 
beats into the bass drum of his drum kit.  I had heard them only once before, and the intensity of 
their songs kept the attention of the audience.  As their first of three energy-packed songs begins 
with Josh strumming chords wildly on the steel guitar, the crowd dances in response.  Will drums 
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nearly impossible rhythms on the verge of chaos, but the crowd remains engulfed in the sound of 
chords, drums, and Josh’s voice.  The crowd cheers with excitement as the final chord resonates 
on Josh’s guitar. 
Hour after hour, bands I had seen during the previous year set up and perform their most 
memorable or favorite songs, like the Nimoids with “Goddamn You All To Hell,” and the West 
End Avengers with “Your Crew Ain’t Shit.”  Between sets, various musicians step up to the 
microphone and present awards to others who regularly attend or perform at this house in east 
Knoxville. 
 Looking around later in the night, I notice that the audience is shrinking; people 
progressively exit up the rickety staircase, missing the last few awards.  After winning the award 
for Best Band and Best Cover song for their version of “Love in This Club,” Bella Terror’s 
twenty-minute set begins with only a dozen audience members in attendance.  Dancing and 
moshing continue as the band cranks out their self-written songs.  After their set, they end with 
Erik Bennett playing a few beats on the drums, Nick Longmire strumming guitar, Chris Albiston 
popping out a few notes on the bass, while Brad Fowler clawing descending clusters and 
glissandos on his keyboard.  A bit of confusion circulates through the crowd, with whispers 
asking why Bella Terror didn’t play “Love in This Club.”  According to Brad Fowler, after the 
performance, Bella Terror forgot to play the song during this performance. 
The electronic Thursdays theme song begins again, as Daniel McBride grabs the 
microphone, addressing a slimmer crowd.  “Oh my god! Thank you everybody for coming out to 
the goddamn Thursdays!  Around this same time next year, we’ll have something like this.  All 
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right, thank you!”  Daniel lays the microphone on an amp, and everyone slowly ascends to the 
warm house above. 
After a long night of awards and music, it was time for the ceremony to conclude.  We all 
say our goodbyes, and head in various directions on foot, with others, or in our own cars.  The 
entire night seemed like a blur, as I crawl into bed around five in the morning, with hours of 
video ready to review. 
The next day, post-show buzz swarms around the event, and thereafter people start 
showing up every Third Thursday in hopes of witnessing a fraction of the excitement held by the 
ceremony early in the year.  Each month passes with new performing bands, many of which 
would appear at next year’s Thursdays ceremony. 
In this New Year, I would miss many of these bands’ performances, and many more 
Third Thursday shows.  Due to circumstances involving roommates and money, I headed home 
to North Carolina in mid-October of that year for an indeterminate stint.  I also found myself 
driving weekly to Knoxville for thesis meetings and meeting up with many of the punk 
musicians I encountered during my research. 
Home Sweet Pilot Light 
 The drive from Dallas, North Carolina to Knoxville, Tennessee proves grueling over the 
course of six months.  My hiatus from Knoxville provides me time to think and reconsider 
aspects of punk music without feeling overwhelmed by the many things happening in the punk 
community on a regular basis.  However, the eights hours I spend on Interstate 40 each Monday 
allows me time to renegotiate my ideas for the thesis meeting that awaits me over the mountain. 
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I grab my iPod, hook it up to my car stereo, and crank the Nimoids album that Nick 
Longmire had given me the prior week for free.  Memories flood back from the previous three 
years: meeting the punks while working at Barley’s, performances held to benefit members of 
the community, hanging out at the Pilot Light, and especially standing in a freezing cold 
basement for four hours while the first annual “Thursdays” awards ceremony took place.   Before 
I know it, the mountains roll into hills and I cross over the Knox county line.  Nick Longmire's 
voice blares the final lyrics from the stereo, “Before your abortion. Hey babe!”  Turning onto 
Volunteer Boulevard on the University of Tennessee campus, I park my car before making my 
way to await my adviser for this week’s thesis meeting. 
 The hour-long meeting flies by while reading through a copy of my current first chapter 
draft.  After intense discussion of the pros and cons within traditional activism and its 
involvement within punk community, I am given my assignment for the week.  I leave the music 
building and set out to find friends and to rest.  I drop off my things at the apartment of a former 
schoolmate, and then call Nick Longmire to see when and where we are to meet. 
 I meet up with Nick Longmire at Barley’s in the Old City, but we can't reach the bar to 
order a drink due to the crowd of drunken college students.  Mondays and Tuesdays are 
infamous for cheap beer specials in Knoxville, especially at Barley's.  So, we decide to head to 
the Pilot Light, where there isn't a long line of intoxicated “scholars” at the bar in front of us, and 
where enjoyable music is interrupted only by conversation. 
 Nick Longmire and I walk about fifty yards down the street to find the red front door 
open, and the lone barman Josh Wright reading a copy of the Metro Pulse, a free local 
independent newspaper.  The barely lit stage, Pabst Blue Ribbon chandelier, and strands of 
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Christmas lights hanging around the perimeter provide a warm feeling upon entering (See 
Figures 2.1, 2.2. 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5).  The light strand behind the bar highlights almost twenty beer 
selections, as well as three types of sodas, setting on a wooden plank attached to the wall.  Above 
the beer selection, a large animated portrait of a naked woman caressing a snake appears alive in 
the dim light. 
I look around and notice a hodge-podge of donated artwork and adverts hanging on other 
walls.  To the left of the snake woman were various homemade “KnoEars” posters, promoting a 
musical event held at the Pilot Light the previous year, and to the right of the snake lady is a 
framed eight by eleven letter addressed to the owner of the venue from Knoxville rock musician, 
Will Fist.  Barely glancing over the letter, the contents, written about ten years prior, describe 
Will Fist’s desire for local Knoxville bands associated with the music label, Whisk Hutzel, to 
play a major part in the Pilot Light’s future bookings.  The letter’s place within the bar, as an 
ornament to the Pilot Light’s atmosphere, suggests that the bar's owner, Jason Boardman, felt the 
same. 
Around four or five more people walk in together, shortly after Nick Longmire and I 
receive our own beers, and they sit at the bar.  These patrons are musicians who regularly 
perform at the venue on show nights.  This night, like many other Mondays, brings these 
musicians in front of Josh Wright, who readily cracks open cans of frosty Pabst Blue Ribbon 
beer. 
Nick Longmire and Josh Wright both greet different members of this group and ask how 
they are doing; responses ensue, then the group continues talking on their own.  Most of these 
patrons tonight are often seen on normal performance nights here, and I wonder how well the bar 
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nights are doing as most of this crowd seem like Pilot Light regulars.  My curiosity sparks a 
conversation with Josh Wright and Nick Longmire: 
Paula: So how are bar nights down here?  Are you making any money? 
Josh: There are days I make money, then there are days I get to sit and hang out  
with my friends and just listen to music.  Both are pretty awesome, so I can’t 
complain.  I think it’s been pretty good so far. 
Nick: Yeah, it’s kind of nice coming down here and not having to pay to get in…  
you know, just coming to hang out. 
 Paula: But you can hang out at house shows too, right? 
 Josh: I think it’s a little different than that. 
 Nick: Yeah, the Pilot Light is always here.  I’ve been coming to the Pilot Light  
[for shows] since I started listening to local music.  House shows are fun and shit, 
but they don’t happen every night, and sometimes people don’t want house shows 
going on in their [personal space].  So the show has to go somewhere else.  The 
good thing about bar nights here is that the shows still happen most of the time, 
but there’s nights you can come down here to sit, have a beer, and just talk about 
music and stuff. 
As we talk, more people start wandering in and out of the bar, in pairs and alone.  Many times, 
patrons step outside for a cigarette break.  Josh Wright’s attention wanders from face to face, 
numbering around ten to twelve at any time, and eventually the record collection behind the bar 
grabs his attentions.  As the bartender has command of the record player on bar nights, and in 
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between sets during performances, Josh Wright takes it upon himself to start picking a few 
records from a massive stack of vinyl found behind the bar. 
 The music selection seems a little odd in comparison to what one would expect from a 
punk enthusiast crowd.  Hall and Oates’ song “Your Kiss” (1981) plays through the speakers 
located at the stage, softened by the breath-like sound of a needle touching vinyl.  While in mid-
conversation with Nick Longmire, I hear someone exclaim, “Why are you playing THIS??” Josh 
Wright responds, “Are you kidding? This song is AWESOME.”  It seems like Josh changes 
records to different artists after every song, mixing Hall and Oates into X the band, and 
switching from a 1970s rock band to an unknown death metal group to a rap song, with a steady 
stream of music filling the room. 
 The songs slowly transition into background noise, until Van Halen hits the record 
player, and one of the bar patrons stands up, shuffles to the stage, and taps into the microphone.  
Most bar patrons look around, watching what Josh Wright plans to do with the self proclaimed 
soloist on stage.  He yells, “Let’s start this again,” turns on the microphone and sets the record 
needle back to the beginning of the album. 
For nearly an hour, the guy belts out the entire Van Halen 1984 (1984) album with the 
record providing back up music.  He grips the microphone and walks around the stage, as if the 
crowd was standing close and his band was right behind.  People walk past the open door with 
curiosity; a few step in only to see what was going on before heading back outside.  Three 
scantily clad women with short skirts and sharp heels scoff and shake their heads while walking 
past the door.  Behind them, a few people in jeans and t-shirts happily walk in to greet those 
already sitting on bar stools, and smile, clap, or yell in appreciation as “Hot For Teacher” (1984) 
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resonates through the bar.  Missing only a few words out of each song, the singer on stage 
receives a burst of cheers and applause from the bar.  His solo performance of the night 
obviously moves the intoxicated crowd, now numbering closer to twenty.   
Even though the Pilot Light had not scheduled a performance tonight, one sporadically 
seems to happen, and this slow paced night turns into a party.  Those walking past the open door, 
who know others inside the bar or just feel inclined to participate in no-words karaoke, happily 
walk inside; people with limited knowledge about Knoxville’s independent music venue, or the 
punk community, keep walking by without a second glance. 
At that moment, an epiphany runs over me: the Pilot Light had become a community 
center in Knoxville, where anyone interested in the sporadic performance could have a good 
time.  Even in the past when I bought a diet soda, or drank nothing at all, this physical place still 
existed as a central location where punk musicians in town congregate.  Musicians come and go 
at bar nights without hesitating over a cover charge. 
The worn wooden door with peeling red paint stands wide open, inviting all who listen.  
Few bar stools stand vacant and more than a dozen PBR cans litter the bar top.  Josh Wright 
stands behind the soundboard monitoring vocals, underneath the blue illuminating PBR 
chandelier, while the record plays back-up music for those following the Van Halen act.  The 
solid concrete floor, weathered red seats stationed around the walls, toxic bathrooms, along with 
donated sporadic art hanging on various parts of the walls—all sink in to my head 
simultaneously in one brief moment.  This is home. 
Punks in Knoxville created the Pilot Light as a physical embodiment of their collective 
musical identity.  It remains a cultural community center for independent musicians in 
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Knoxville, and provides a core location for interactions, performances, and atmosphere, allowing 
punk musicians to develop their community socially within a place designated for them. 
Finding Space and Place 
 Knoxville punk musicians, through do-it yourself efforts, construct social spaces and 
physical places that reinforce community experience and build on cultural memory.  Two 
primary areas provide these formed social spaces for Knoxville punks; one, Third Thursday, 
manifests from abstract ideas of community members and develops less dependently within a 
designated physical area.  The other exists as a physical standing community center, the Pilot 
Light, where booked shows occur and performances may still happen spontaneously on bar 
nights.  Individual and collective experiences, through participation in musical performances in 
these areas, play a major role in the development of punk identity in Knoxville, and provide 
foundational construction for social areas through collective representation in the form of 
memories.  Knoxville punks cultivate collective identity by establishing these abstract spaces as 
imperative to musical performances, sometimes unknowingly, in the advancement of their 
musical community. 
Created social areas in Knoxville punk, such as Third Thursday, reinforce collective 
identity and promote community growth when multiple people share a common memory 
associated with space.  Geographer Benno Werlen (1993) describes the experiences within a 
space as being the structure for cultural formation.  He explains, “An important feature of 
concepts of space is that they are neither prescriptive nor empirically descriptive.  They help us 
to order and structure our experiences...” (p. 142).  For Knoxville punk musicians, the 
experiences develop into cultural memories, where individuals connect based on previous and 
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current experiences.  When referencing these cultural memories associated with social spaces 
such as Third Thursday, punks canonize the abstracted idea of a social space and invite outsiders 
into the musical community in the form of musical performances.  The recurring Third Thursday 
house shows, as described previously through the inaugural punk awards ceremony, grew 
exponentially by word of mouth, as did the number of community members involved with punk 
music in Knoxville.  The initial Third Thursday house shows were primarily punk musicians 
coming together to perform music, but developed into more. 
 Third Thursday’s popularity relied heavily on the interest of those attending, and the 
social connection between attendees, rather than the physical place where it was held.  Some 
months the house show proved more fleeting than others, as attendance dropped based on the 
same word of mouth publicity that strengthened Third Thursday’s continuation.  William 
Tugwell, bassist for the Choreboys, expounded on how word of mouth publicity for Third 
Thursday existed as a crux for social space creation.  He describes: 
People start showing up at like 10 [pm], and they’re like “Is there going to be a party 
here???” and I’m just sitting on the couch by myself, drinking a beer, and playing some 
video games, and they call their friends to let them know what’s up… It surprisingly 
happens no matter what [though] (Personal Communication, April 26, 2011). 
As William’s quote suggests, Third Thursday’s continuation remained dependent upon social 
interaction and communication of attendees within a recurring experience of performance space, 
although not always held at the same physical place.  Chris Albiston and Rachel Davis, the 
tenants of the house on the east side of Knoxville where most of the Third Thursday shows 
occurred, initially hosted the show.  They lived in this home with other punk musicians prior to 
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the show’s inception and regularly provided the physical place needed for Third Thursday to 
happen for several months.  However, the house show remained nomadic in nature, as other local 
punk musicians, primarily Mitchel Garza, hosted it as well.  Even when held at other homes, 
word of mouth spread about Third Thursday, and the turnout for these weeks were just as great 
as when Third Thursday was held at Chris and Rachel’s home.  This reinforces the abstract 
nature of Third Thursday, since attendees did not focus on the physical area provided for the 
music performances each month.  Rather, the date on which the house show was held each 
month was concrete. 
 Third Thursday house shows inevitably became sparse, as basement flooding, system 
malfunctions, and other situations forced Knoxville punk musicians to find different locations for 
Third Thursday on a regular basis.  In the fall of 2010, musicians were at a loss as to whether 
Third Thursday would continue.  When I mentioned possibly having the house show in the Old 
City one month, local punk enthusiast Seth Levesque responded, “That’s not really the point.  
The point is that it’s not in a public place.  [It’s] a house party for everyone who wants to just 
show up” (Personal Communication, April 26, 2011).  Punk musicians’ memories of Third 
Thursday, as Seth Levesque suggests, represent the event as outside the public eye.  The 
spontaneous nature of the house show reinforced anti-establishment ideologies for punks in that 
there is no circumscribed method or place for producing these shows.  This anti-establishment 
mentality fed into Third Thursday’s conclusion, as punks refused to make the house show a 
public affair and prohibited the performances from being associated with a specific place in 
Knoxville. 
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 The created space of a house show bonds punk musicians in Knoxville, centering on an 
idea that connects local punk music style with collective ideologies, and permeates into other 
socially constructed performance areas.  These accepted social constructs allow for individual 
memories, as previously discussed with regard to Tuan (1975), Werlen (1993), and Ramsey 
(2003) to manifest into collective memories that connect individual punk musicians within the 
Knoxville community.   
During the apex of Third Thursday, and into its declining moments, local musicians also 
attended performances held at a home, acting as a music space, that they call “The Poison 
Lawn.”  Local bassist Emily Robinson discussed the state of punk music and local involvement 
at these specific house shows in Knoxville.  She comments:  
I think [punk music in Knoxville is] great and I always have.  I live at the Poison Lawn, 
and there are shows at my house at least once a week.  [It’s] incredible to see how many 
people come just to see the locals.  The Choreboys are a good example of that particular 
phenomenon.  [They’ve played a few times at the Poison Lawn] (Personal 
Communication, August 22, 2011). 
Involvement from bands associated with the Third Thursday performances, such as the 
Choreboys or the Nimoids, illustrates how most house shows intricately provide punk musicians 
with performance space outside public areas, and without restriction to a designated place.  
However, involvement from house show bands transition into public music venues occasionally, 
when venue owners allow local independent music to perform in public venues (See Figure 2.5). 
Similar to the house show performances, Knoxville punks create social space in public 
venues where independent artists are welcome.  In some cases, Knoxville punk musicians attach 
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symbolic meaning to public music venues, when acts of social space creation continue happening 
at a specific geographic location.  When given the opportunity to perform in a public venue, most 
punk musicians choose to perform at the Pilot Light.  Local musician, Cain Blanchard, expressed 
how the Pilot Light responds to people in the punk community.  He explains: 
It’s a good place, The Pilot Light.  There’s a good vibe there, and [there’s] a passion 
there….  Knoxville’s [rarely] a great gig, but [The Pilot Light] will host some pretty good 
shows sometimes, but everyone has always had a pretty good rapport with people who 
work there… [Bands in town] can always try to get on a bill any night and [The Pilot 
Light] certainly strives to make a place available [for local bands who need a place to 
play] (Personal Communication, April 8, 2011). 
Cain Blanchard also explained how the Pilot Light’s original working staff consisted of primarily 
friends coming together to take care of the business, much like Third Thursday’s inception as a 
gathering of friends.  The social interaction between musicians within the Pilot Light helps form 
the symbolic meaning of this physical place that continues booking independent artists after 
more than a decade in Knoxville’s Old City district. 
 The Pilot Light hosts recurring performances that reinforce cultural memories of the 
Knoxville punk community.  The continual experience of musical performances at the Pilot 
Light also supports collective identity within the structure itself.  Pierre Bourdieu (1994) explains 
that discourses in a collective group reaffirm other aspects of social identity in a group.  He 
contests: 
The self-evidence of the world is reduplicated by the instituted discourses about the 
world in which the whole group’s adherence to that self-evidence is affirmed.  The 
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specific potency of the explicit statement that brings subjective experiences into the 
reassuring unanimity of a socially approved collectively attested sense imposes itself with 
the authority and necessity of a collective position adopted on data intrinsically amenable 
to many other structurations (Bourdieu, 1994, pp. 162-163; Bourdieu’s emphasis). 
Bourdieu’s explanation suggests that a group of individuals choose what aspects of life are 
included in the social identity of the collective.  Such data reinforce all aspects of social life, if 
the collective culture chooses it to reflect all parts of its identity.  In the case of Knoxville punk, 
musicians have attached themselves with the Pilot Light due to the recurring performances and 
the welcoming atmosphere created by the venue’s owner and staff. 
 Members address the importance of the Pilot Light in different ways, but broadly 
maintain that the venue’s presence in Knoxville is imperative to many aspects of punk life.  For 
many of the musicians, the Pilot Light remains a safe haven for performances that promotes the 
bond of community membership.  Nick Longmire explains that recurring performances at the 
Pilot Light happen due to the familial relationships between punk musicians in town.  He states:  
I enjoy the Pilot Light the most because it’s [mainly] friends and it’s the only place in town 
that will get good fucking acts… Like good bands that come through town.  And [the Pilot 
Light will] book any fucking band from town…  but I feel comfortable [there]… [and] I’ve 
seen some of the best musicians ever play there that are my friends (Personal 
Communication, September 22, 2008). 
Nick Longmire’s experience at the Pilot Light revolves around performing with and around 
musicians he considers friends.  For many of these punk musicians, their relationships have 
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developed over a long period of time, which allows shared experiences to develop into cultural 
memories for the collective, and to associate memories with the physical area itself. 
 Instances of shared experiences of Knoxville punk musicians support Ramsey’s notion of 
collective memory and Lefebvre’s idea of complementary areas, through the merging of punk 
music community experience in spatial and physical area integration.  Cultural memory 
associated with the Pilot Light manifests from the collective experience of performances held at 
the venue over the course of time.  Memories of the punk musicians in Knoxville exist in 
numerous forms, including musical performances, objects within the physical area, and the 
interactions of people within and outside the venue.  For example, many of the punk musicians 
associated with Third Thursday also performed at the Pilot Light on a regular basis.  The 
Choreboys were regular performers at the Third Thursday house shows; Jared Stoneburg, front 
man for the band explained that the Choreboys were “[birthed] out of the basement [of Third 
Thursday]” (Personal Communication, April 26, 2011).  However, the band also takes advantage 
of the Pilot Light’s acceptance of independent artists and still performs regularly at the venue, as 
well as at other house shows, linking public and private performances with social experiences.  
The socio-spatial experience of a punk music performance, combined with the area provided by 
the Pilot Light establishes cultural experience within a specific physical place. 
 Objects within the physical area reinforce cultural memories of punk musicians in 
Knoxville, as they have no specific defined function for the community without associated social 
ideas.  As previously described, the venue houses many donated objects on its walls, 
immortalizing the memories associated with the displayed artwork.  Upon my first few visits to 
the Pilot Light, old set lists written on scratch paper were posted beside the soundboard, 
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commemorating the bands that previously performed at the venue.  Over the few years of my 
research, these were replaced with new memories, highlighting the Pilot Light’s participation, 
and non-participation, in Knoxville’s Big Ears Festival; this festival was a gathering of 
contemporary musicians associated with classical to experimental music performances, held in 
2010.  After the festival’s downturn, punk musicians associated with Whisk Hutzel continued 
holding a Pilot Light festival of bands, which they call “KnoEars,” and created posters that now 
don the concrete walls within the venue. 
 Other posters and artwork hanging inside the Pilot Light invoke memories associated 
with other venues that no longer exist, but portray the collective identity of punk music in 
Knoxville.  Cain Blanchard expounded about some of the artwork inside the Pilot Light: 
Most of the [artwork] that’s in [the Pilot Light] has some sort of story behind it.  The big 
painting of the naked woman behind the bar is actually from the Snake Snatch Lodge, [a 
music venue and bar predating the Pilot Light, and closed prior to the Pilot Light’s 
opening.]  [One of the bartenders] painted that, and that hung behind the bar at the Snake 
Snatch Lodge… So, it definitely had some meaning for some of the people [who helped 
start the Pilot Light].  The picture of Bowie was a gift from someone who donated it, and 
some of the stuff is from the bands who [have performed there]… Local people have 
done things, too.  Like Mitchel Garza did the nice sign in the window” (Personal 
Communication, April 8, 2011; See Figures 2.1 and 2.4). 
Each piece of artwork signifies a specific instance of punk music community identity, as Cain’s 
descriptions demonstrate. 
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Knoxville punks associate these objects that decorate their surroundings with collective 
identity and memories—whether the association with Pilot Light attendees connects them to 
previous venues, like the portrait from the Snake Snatch Lodge (See Figure 2.4), or to a person 
within the punk community, such as the picture of David Bowie from a local musician.  Benno 
Werlen (1993) also discusses the significance of objects collected in space, stating, “But while 
every object can be defined or located spatially, [objects] which are otherwise identical can be 
distinguished by their spatial location” (p. 142).  For Knoxville punk musicians, the Pilot Light 
houses these artifacts of Knoxville punk history and display the cultural heritage that many of the 
local punks treasure. 
 The Pilot Light remains one of the longest running independent music venues in 
Knoxville, nearly celebrating its twelfth year in existence, and provides the city with a glimpse 
of the social space created, at many house shows such as Third Thursday, by punk musicians 
within a defined physical area.  The collection of artwork and structure within the venue 
changes, much like punk music in Knoxville, as every piece of artwork or performance invokes 
collective experience and forms cultural memories.  For punks in Knoxville, the changes in art 
and music within the collective are accepted, and deemed necessary for the development of the 
community.  For outsiders of the punk community, only glimmers of performances are heard or 
seen within the small dive bar, but the Pilot Light continues to make a lasting impression on 
mainstream Knoxville as well.  In 2008, the Metro Pulse, a free local newspaper, highlighted the 
Pilot Light’s lasting musical impression on the city, and hailed the venue as a center for the punk 
“scene” in Knoxville.  The author championed a few select people as the initiators of 
independent music in the city, but failed to delve farther into the community’s inner circles 
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(Everett, 2008).  For some, like myself, the Pilot Light is a starting point, or a “crash course” in 
Knoxville punk, leading me to other spaces such as Third Thursday.  The spaces and places 
created offer insight into the expansive Knoxville punk community and their performative social 
practices, which server as areas for social proactivism and the development of punk music 
culture.  
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Chapter IV 
Punk Rock Girls 
 
 Some punk musicians in Knoxville regret that the Pilot Light only caters to those people 
who are eighteen years of age and older.  This policy delays newer generations from learning the 
social criteria necessary for membership in the Knoxville punk community.  As a result, a 
handful of punk musicians have taken it upon themselves to teach punk musical knowledge to 
younger generations.  Significantly, women punk musicians have collaborated in attempts to 
cultivate a newer generation of musicians through a grassroots organization that teaches elements 
of rock music to young girls in the Knoxville area.  In this instructive atmosphere, established 
women punks explain and instruct young girls in the elements of rock musical styles.  The 
female musicians in the Knoxville punk community have christened this event the Knoxville 
Girls Rock Camp. 
 A rock camp accommodating only female punk musicians challenges initial concepts of 
punk music culture, and the ideas and actions associated with punk musical development.  Early 
punk music scholarship promoted white, working class male perspectives, overshadowing 
females’ experiences, and promulgating a dichotomous view of women as socially passive or 
sexually active in the process.  As described in chapter one, Angela McRobbie (1980) argued for 
the reevaluation of a female punk perspective during the 1970s subcultural studies movement 
initiated by the Birmingham School.  This reassessment of feminine rock critique slowly 
emerged almost a decade after McRobbie’s call for diversity in research, rooted in scholarship 
associated with socio-musical theorists such as Susan McClary (2002). 
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 Analysis of rock music from various decades demonstrates the female objectification 
within rock music scholarship.  For example, Sheila Whiteley (2000) describes women’s 
representation in popular rock music of the 1960s as existing within a Madonna (virgin)-whore 
binary.  The music she analyzes, from the Beatles to Cannibal Corpse, musically and lyrically 
illustrates women as objects of desire or immaculate personifications of Mother Earth.  
Similarly, Steven Blush (2002) uses the female binary image in his account of American 
hardcore punk music culture, post Sex Pistols era, describing women as either “trophies” or “one 
of the boys” (pp. 34-35).  These descriptions play on the notion of female presence in rock music 
as an objectified elaboration of male experience.  For the women in rock described in these 
studies, acceptance within rock cultures relates directly to the active presentation of self as 
masculine or the passive presentation as self as feminine.  However, this dichotomy fails to 
explain the active participation of women musicians in rock music cultures. 
 Punk musicians in Knoxville renounce the dichotomy of female performance in rock 
music.  In organizing a mentorship program for young girls to learn behavior in punk socio-
musical practices, established women punk musicians simultaneously promote positive self-
esteem for young girls and present female presence in rock music as an accepted practice in the 
Knoxville punk community.  The initiation of the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp, or KGRC, was 
sparked by women punk musicians’ desire for more female participation in Knoxville.  The rock 
camp instruction merges a mixture of socio-musical experience and musical apprenticeship, 
where instructors present punk music as an experiential outlet for girls while teaching the 
fundamentals of musical performance.  In this manner, female punks in Knoxville are teaching 
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younger generations how to be an integral part of the community, through group participation in 
music composition and performance opportunities at workshops. 
 The Knoxville Girls Rock Camp stresses the importance of composition in rock within a 
group, mimicking the compositional processes in Knoxville punk band performance preparation 
as a communal experience.  Knoxville punk community focuses on group collaboration and 
learning as foundational for these song writing and performances.  Ruth Finnegan (1989) 
differentiates between classical music instruction, based in Western art music, and 
apprenticeship style instruction, where orality and group participation is stressed in music 
composition.  In her comparison of popular or folk musicians to classical musicians, she 
explains: 
In classical music the natural way was first to get “the music” (by which, of course, was 
meant printed or written copies in standard notated form).  In other forms of [popular] 
music this was sometimes one route, but it was more common to learn from a variety of 
non-written sources hearing the piece from record, radio, or live performance; obtaining a 
cassette for systematic listening and imitating, [or] learning by ear from one member of 
the group who might himself have got it from a recording or alternatively created all parts 
of it himself, to be worked up by the group (Finnegan, 1989, p. 139). 
Finnegan’s overview of popular music instruction, typical of punk bands, depends on the 
interactive instruction of models and a student’s ability to follow their lead, whether in a lesson 
setting or a rock performance setting.  Contrastingly, classical music instruction relies heavily on 
paid, private instructors, as well as the ability of musicians to read notated music.  For the 
Knoxville Girls Rock Camp, popular music instruction is invaluable, as the established women 
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punk musicians must prioritize the education of future generations to perpetuate established 
compositional techniques in the Knoxville punk community.  Instructors use apprenticeship style 
instructive methods including mentorship, live performance instruction, and audio recordings. 
 An important element of the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp is the proactive recruitment of 
female punk musicians in Knoxville; through this encouragement, girls are taught socio-musical 
ideas of punk music culture for the development of female involvement in the Knoxville punk 
community.  Referring back to chapter one, I merged ideas from James Gee (2008) and Jacques 
Lacan (1977) into my own social education philosophy centered on an individual’s choice of 
learned symbolic phases.  Exposure to punk music culture exists as one symbolic phase that 
young girls learn in the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp, where empowerment and belonging become 
a primary source for punk community maintenance.  Punk culture in Knoxville develops social 
behaviors through a combination of learned ideologies drawn from previous punk generations as 
a component of a fluid identity, as well as the application of changing musical style to cultural 
life.  Both form the collective identity associated with Knoxville punk music. 
 The cultural knowledge of punk music presented at the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp 
provides means for punk community longevity, where the young girls continue performing rock 
music into adulthood.  Many of the girls who embrace punk culture will inevitably take on the 
activist roles presented by their mentors, intent on changing the cultural system and sparked by a 
sense of collective belonging, as suggested by sociologists Doug McAdam and Ronnelle Paulsen 
(1993) discussed in chapter one.  James Graves (2005) also makes the argument that no 
traditional belief is stagnant, in that people change cultural systems according to contemporary 
members’ beliefs.  He explains: 
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The sense of belonging to a unique portion of humanity, of sharing traditions that recede 
beyond memory, may seem to be self-evident and eternal truth to the bearers of 
contemporary [traditions].  But those same apparently immutable laws of behavior, 
belief, and social interaction are the result of a long evolution.  They have changed to 
accommodate themselves to [the contemporary] and will no doubt continue to develop as 
long as people survive to alter them (p. 42). 
Graves asserts that any culture acknowledges the onset of change, and that change exists as a 
natural propellant of the cultural integrity of traditional beliefs.  For the Knoxville Girls Rock 
Camp, women musicians promote changing the established demographic of Knoxville punk in 
hopes that the current rock camp students will become part of a long established punk rock style.  
This style will itself continue to change as punk musicians renegotiate previously implemented 
cultural boundaries. 
 Knoxville punk musicians develop their community by reflecting upon needs among 
performers, then addressing these needs through proactive measures meant for sustaining and 
developing the culture.  As mentioned in chapter one and illustrated in previous case studies, 
proactive measures mimic activist actions, but lack a dominant “other” forcing the need for a 
change.  Knoxville punks rely on their own interpretation of cultural needs and address them 
through community collaboration referred to in this study as social proactivism, which can be 
broken down into three parts: need, action, and result. 
 Knoxville Girls Rock Camp committee members apply social proactivism to the gender 
diversity concerns within the Knoxville punk community.  Although established women 
musicians exist in Knoxville, the current demographic reflects the accepted “subcultural” notion 
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that punk is a strongly male dominated culture.  In response to these stereotypes, women punks 
in Knoxville collaborated in creating a rock camp geared primarily toward young girls so that the 
limited female presence would eventually prosper with increased interest shown by a younger 
generation.  Women punk musicians actively addressed the need for the community, and took 
action to address the issue at hand.  Although the Rock Camp remains in its initial stages, the 
organizing committee meets on a regular basis to formulate the actions that should be taken to 
provide a positive result for the future of women in punk music.  This challenge provides a living 
illustration of music’s use as an agent of social proactivism within the Knoxville punk 
community. 
The Committee Meeting 
I spent the good part of an hour one Tuesday summer evening trying to find the house 
where the committee in charge of the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp was meeting.  Every house 
seemed the same, but I finally found the number I was looking for in an extensive neighborhood 
on the east side of town.  I sat in my car for a few minutes before other cars began stopping on 
the same street, each greeting one another as each woman made her way to the front porch of the 
house, similar in structure to the houses hosting the Third Thursday events.  The east side of 
Knoxville provides a seemingly limitless array of rental homes, providing punks in Knoxville 
with backyards, basements, or spare bedrooms to practice or perform in. 
 Mary Denman, the drummer for a few local bands in town and the individual who invited 
me tonight, was the first to greet me at the house.  She introduced me to the others who were 
sitting on the porch, enjoying their beers.  After a few moments, the committee agreed that it 
would be quieter on the back porch for the purpose of talking over the details of the rock camp’s 
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planning session.  Although this particular home did not have the same set up as the original 
Third Thursday house, many of the rooms were dedicated to music, with mics, turntables, drum 
kits, and other various instruments set up, ready for avid musicians to compose, perform, and 
record. 
 The back screened-in porch held a few chairs, a swing, and some plastic buckets that 
served as seats.  As the meeting commenced, I looked around the porch and noted that each 
woman embodied a facet of the Knoxville punk community.  Sitting next to me was Mary, who 
drummed for a few bands in town, including all-female and mixed gender bands.  Next was 
Heather Robinson, who had played bass in a few bands during the 1990’s and now focused 
primarily on being an MC and deejaying.  Continuing along the porch were a few women I had 
seen sing solo sets at the Pilot Light; next to them were Elizabeth Wright and Laura Rogers, 
current guitarist and drummer, respectively, for the all-woman punk band, the Dirty Knees.  
Although I had attended many shows where these women performed, this was my first occasion 
to meet them. 
 Laura had come out on the porch last with papers in her hand, which were clearly the 
agenda for the evening.   
Laura: So, I guess we'll keep going with what we discussed last week.  I have  
a few ideas I want to bring up to everyone, and I know a few of you have talked 
about things with me already, but let's lay it on the table for everyone to vote on.  
First, let's talk about funding.  We really need to figure out how we're going to 
afford to rent a space for the camp, and provide instruments.  Now Jason [owner 
of the Pilot Light] said we could use the Pilot Light for a benefit show for free.  
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We just have to figure out a night when he hasn't booked anyone.  I've put a few 
dates on a sheet, while we talk about other stuff, I'll send it around and let you all 
see when is best. 
Mary: I've talked with the [owners of] the Birdhouse [another rock venue in  
Knoxville], and they seem down with us using their space during the day, since 
there's really nothing going on during the day there.  They said there may be a 
small fee, but we can work it out with them. 
 Laura: Awesome.  So I think we're settled on the Birdhouse then? [Everyone   
  agrees].  Now, what about instruments? 
Elizabeth: Some of the guys in town have agreed to bring some instruments.   
Plus I've talked to [someone] about a possible radio advertisement for it, but I 
think word of mouth is probably going to be the easiest way to get the word 
around that we need instruments.  [Everyone nods and agrees again]. 
 Laura: Cool. Well, now that we have that out of the way. Let's talk about how  
we want to teach at the rock camp. 
 Elizabeth: Yeah, some of the guys wanted to participate and teach if they we   
  needed them to... 
 Laura: I think we should try to get everyone who has gone through with this  
camp from the beginning to teach first [and then we can see who can teach other  
areas.]  So what do we want to make sure we cover?  Of course: drums, bass,  
guitar, vocals... 
 Mary: Keyboard would be a good idea. 
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 Heather: Yeah, and possibly MC stuff. 
 Laura: Cool, well I've listed it on this paper.  Sign up if you want it and we'll   
  figure out who will do what next week.  I've also printed some stuff  
out from websites from other rock camps to kind of get an idea of how the camp 
should run.  One is from Chicago, and the other is from Portland... It's pretty 
much the same deal—separate classes then getting the girls together at the end to 
form bands—so we need to make sure that whoever teaches specific instruments 
knows their stuff (Personal Communication, August 2009). 
For the remainder of the meeting, the women chose instruments they would like to teach and 
continued to hash out how the camp should be run.  I sat quietly beside Mary, only speaking 
when one committee member mentioned a need for volunteers.  I explained that I had been a part 
of a music fraternity for women in college, and that the University of Tennessee chapter would 
probably be willing to volunteer as a service project.  With a positive reception to the idea, I 
agreed to update them on anything I found out. 
Some of the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp committee members mentioned that they had 
other plans that night and had to leave; many of them were headed to the Pilot Light.  Looking at 
my cell phone for the time, I realized we had all been sitting on that back porch for almost two 
hours, as opposed to the planned one-hour meeting.  Agreeing on continuing the conversations 
during the following week’s meeting, the group trickled back into the house, out the front door, 
and proceeded to leave.  Night had fallen, but next Tuesday, each of these women would meet 
again in hopes of making progress in their plans. 
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Time to Rock 
 The Knoxville Girls Rock Camp committee members established the organization by 
addressing concerns dealing with gender and youth education in the punk community.  Within 
the past few decades, gender studies have blossomed in scholarship (McRobbie, 1980; Leblanc, 
1999; Whiteley, 2000; McClary, 2002), providing useful theoretical background for 
understanding the cultural significance of the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp.  Rock Camp 
instructors teach punk rock music through apprenticeship style instruction methods, specifically 
addressing compositional processes that promote a socio-musical experience for young girls in 
rock music.   
 As a result of ideas conveyed by scholars such as McRobbie, women’s representation in 
rock scholarship shifted from objectification to highlighting the female experience within the 
culture itself.  While previous scholarship, as mentioned before, presented women in rock as 
deriving from a masculine focused binary, women actually find empowerment within a highly 
masculinized marginal culture that deviates from social norms.  In this way, Lauraine Leblanc 
(1999) describes her own experience as a teenage punk, after being kicked out of high school for 
inappropriate dress.  After reflecting upon the situation, she rebuts: 
 If you had asked me, then, who I was, what I was doing, and what I had to say,  
I would have told you that I was protesting The Injustice of The System.  I would have 
told you that I was not trying to anger people, but to scare them, to wake them up.  I 
would have told you, perhaps not in these words, that I was not trying to be sexual or 
indecent, but that, although still a virgin, I was mocking female sexuality through parody.  
I would have told you how becoming a punk was, for me, the ultimate in self-
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empowerment—that I had moved from a position of victimization, as the smartest, 
dorkyest, most persecuted girl in school, to one of agency, as a person in control of my 
self-presentation (pp. 2-3). 
For Leblanc, the empowerment she felt through embodying punk culture provided positive self-
esteem and control over her life.  Likewise, women in the Knoxville punk community have 
mentioned similar experiences in becoming female musicians.  Women punks convey this type 
of positive self-esteem and reassurances regarding the roles of women in rock to their students in 
the rock community. 
 Self-empowerment remains one of the strongest teaching and learning methods for 
women musicians in the Knoxville punk community.  Women punks provide young girls with 
the basic concept of self-empowerment and the strong bond between female musicians by 
mentoring young girls through musical instruction in classes devoted to female participation. 
Although the female demographic in Knoxville punk remains limited in scope, with The Dirty 
Knees being one of the only female rock bands in town, women find performing opportunities in 
bands that include both women and men.  The female members of all these bands rarely 
experience social stigma associated with gender stereotyping in rock music from fellow punk 
musicians in Knoxville.  However, these women musicians occasionally feel the threat from 
others who are not accustomed to Knoxville punks’ liberal viewpoint on performance and 
sustaining an open community.  Elizabeth Wright, member of the Dirty Knees and organizer of 
the KGRC, expressed how her experience as a female punk rock musician supports this point.  
She describes her acceptance within punk music culture: 
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I was lucky to be initiated by a group of great guys who were actually pretty feminist in 
their politics, so I never felt condescended to or demeaned playing [music] with them, 
even though they had been playing for years and I had just picked up a bass for the first 
time.  I’ve generally felt pretty well supported—the main problem has been being used as 
a token female and running into people, [mainly guys] in the crowd who want to make a 
big deal out of the fact that you’re a woman playing music (Personal Communication, 
August 19, 2011). 
Elizabeth’s experience provides a small glimpse of the Knoxville punk community’s acceptance 
of women musicians; for many of the women punk musicians, an openly liberal community 
contributes to the development of Knoxville punk music.  The feminist ideals accepted by many 
Knoxville punk musicians makes self-empowerment through socio-musical instruction of 
younger female musicians easier to convey, because women are accepted as musicians rather 
than gimmicks within a band. 
 A few constructions of masculinized instrument designations exist for musicians such as 
Elizabeth, even though Knoxville punk musicians’ acceptance of women performers promotes an 
open, liberal community.  Leslie Gay (1998) explains that the keyboard and bass in a band are 
the primary instruments performed by women in rock scenes in New York City.  He elaborates 
on the significance of keyboard performers in New York, and the role of women keyboardists: 
Marked illustrations of [power] restrictions and redistributions occur for women rock 
musicians around piano keyboard and bass guitar…  For most local [New York] rockers, 
keyboard instruments connect with musics outside rock: to classical music [or] to the 
synthesizer-oriented sound of nationally-known dance and pop music.  Keyboard 
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instruments, moreover, are often seen as “girly,” in part because the majority of 
keyboardists in New York are women.  Keyboard instruments correspond, for them, to 
notions of pretentious art music or characterless commercial music, with women 
keyboard players regarded as nonrockers, nonmusicians, or worse, ornaments to the 
band’s performance” (Gay, 1998, p. 87). 
Leslie Gay further explicates that, in addition to the feminization of keyboard instrumentation, 
the bass guitar is regarded as a more accessible instrument for female musicians in a rock setting 
(p. 90).  As an essential part to musical composition, as described in previous chapters where 
bass guitarists in Knoxville punk bands provide both harmonic and rhythmic aspects to 
instrumental music, the bass guitar is viewed less as a feminized instrument in punk 
musicianship. 
The bass guitar is generally the more sought after instrument for Knoxville women punk 
musicians wishing to perform in the community, as it provides integral parts to instrumental 
portions of songs.  This could be attributed to the limited keyboard instruction available in 
Knoxville that lends to apprenticeship style instruction, or to women punks’ active rejection of 
socially stereotypical roles for female rock musicians.  Both Elizabeth Wright and Emily 
Robinson spoke of the Knoxville punk community as a center for female self-empowerment, 
attributing to the open, liberal nature of individuals within the collective, resulting in a passing 
over of more feminized instrumentation for rock performance (Personal Communication, August 
2011). 
 Instrumentation for Knoxville Girls Rock Camp instruction relied heavily on the donation 
of instruments by the community, and KGRC committee members provided musical instruction 
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with donations during initial workshops.  Most instruments donated were guitar, bass, and drums 
(See Figure 3.1).  Although this available instrumentation limited the scope of instruction for 
teaching at the KGRC, hopeful students attended available workshops with enthusiasm.  On 
October 24, 2009, Knoxville Girls Rock Camp committee members held an open house for 
parents and young girls to experience rock music instruction prior to any commitment (See 
Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, & 3.5).  Young girls were met with performances by women musicians in 
Knoxville, in both all-female and mixed gendered bands, opportunities to test their abilities on 
instruments provided, as well as interdisciplinary art instruction and activities such as face 
painting that mimicked face paint worn by performers David Bowie and the band Kiss 
(“Knoxville Girls Rock Camp Facebook,” 2009; See Figure 3.4).  The turnout for the initial 
workshop encouraged both young girl performers and volunteers for future workshops, which 
enables the punk community, including both female and male counterparts, to provide a positive 
learning atmosphere for punk rock music instruction. 
 Established women rock musicians in Knoxville also seek out methods of self-
empowerment and inspiration for ideas of music education rooted in apprenticeship style 
methods.  Specifically, the KGRC organizational committee finds guidance in the established 
girls rock camps all over the United States.  A group of American women rock musicians from 
Portland, Oregon have collaborated with other camps in forming the Girls Rock Camp Alliance, 
which consists of various girls rock camps around the globe (“Rock ‘N’ Roll Camp for Girls,” 
2012; “Girls Rock Camp Alliance,” 2012).  With this type of alliance already extant, established 
women punk musicians in Knoxville stand on a firm foundation of female musicianship for the 
development of the KGRC instruction.  Moreover, KGRC instructors base the education of rock 
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music on learning and performance methods found specifically in the Knoxville punk 
community. 
 Instruction in the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp relies heavily upon the idea of 
compositional process, as prescribed in many rock communities.  For rock musicians, the socio-
musical experience of composition integrates an oral history merged with a group musical effort 
for original music.  In his study of New York City rock bands, Leslie Gay (1991) explains that 
this compositional process relies on communal activities that emphasize acts of memorization, 
where musicians learn music specifically for the purpose of performances.  He explains: 
[While] these [rock] musicians work within a literate culture—some of them are 
musically literate with university degrees in music—there is almost no role for written 
music within these bands.  What one finds instead is, working orally, the memorization of 
a set of songs developed for performance over a period of weeks or months—
occasionally years—of weekly rehearsals.  The ultimate aim of this compositional form is 
a later performance by the group.  Thus musical-performance skills are central to this 
form, not secondary as with, for example, Western art music where not only are the acts 
of performance and composition separated, but they are often realized by different 
musicians as well (pp. 203-204). 
Similar to the New York Rock scene, Knoxville Girls Rock Camp instruction is based on the 
communal education of young girls, who learn to collaborate with other young girls when 
writing songs for their band. 
 In the Knoxville punk community, memorization and aural learning reinforce a sense of 
community, in that musicians work together to compose, memorize, and perform original songs.  
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In an observation of the Nimoids practice session in 2008, Nick Longmire, Brad Fowler, and 
Phillip Graham would run through a written set-list of previously composed material.  The 
practice session included the band performing original material in a specific order that would be 
used later in the week at a performance held at the Pilot Light (See again Figure 2.5).  At the end 
of the practice session, the band rehearsed the instrumental portion of a song written by Nick the 
previous week.  Eventually, this song would be put into rotation, but the lyrics were generally the 
last things composed.  When asked how he and his bandmates composed their original music, 
Nick stated, “I don’t write music down.  I do write lyrics down sometimes.  [However, most] of 
the time we just start with a specific part with guitar, drums, or bass… depending on who wrote 
it.  Then we just keep practicing it together until everyone has it” (Personal Communication, 
September 22, 2008).  For many of the bands in the Knoxville punk community, memorization, 
oral transmission, aural reception, and the collaboration of musicians continues to be the 
predominate form of musical composition and learning. 
 Classes in the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp were designed to mirror this type of rock 
learning method.  During the committee meeting, women punks who planned on being primary 
instructors began dividing musical duties within the camp, which included instruction on specific 
instruments.  Ideas for camp instrumentation were assessed and volunteers for instructors were 
considered.  This method mirrors rock camps from other parts of the United States, specifically 
the inaugural Portland, Oregon Girls Rock Camp, who refer to this instruction method as their 
“Rock Block” (“The Rock Girls Alliance,” Program section, 2012).  The process of learning 
individual instruments and delegating all participants into their own bands provides young girls 
with a sense of rock culture; every instrument remains important, and the compositional process 
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is conceived of as a communal experience (See Figure 3.5).  The socio-musical experience 
taught by Knoxville Girls Rock Camp instructors illustrates the process of proactively engaging 
young girls in rock music, where self-empowerment will ideally also lead to future participation 
in the Knoxville punk community. 
 Maintaining a musical community through socio-musical growth is one of the most 
important agendas of Knoxville punks.  Punk musicians make efforts to assure community 
growth and strong familial ties through a number of methods: actively supporting fellow 
musicians’ needs, promoting subcultural capital among musicians, and ensuring the availability 
of community centers and performance places for socialized space creation.  The women’s 
representation within Knoxville punk music also promotes communal development, in that more 
women within the punk community bring new, differing viewpoints in music performance and 
composition.  All of these factors illustrate Knoxville punk musicians’ desire to address 
constantly the state of development through proactive measures, and to correct any factors 
hindering the socio-musical punk experience from prospering. 
 Socially motivated ideals of musical performance motivate Knoxville punk musicians to 
seek ways of sustaining the collective identity.   Women punk musicians associated with the 
Knoxville Girls Rock Camp utilize music as a means for achieving gender diversification in the 
Knoxville punk community.  By taking proactive measures, women punks have addressed the 
specific need for more women musicians; committee members of the KGRC instigate actions 
that focus on the need for a larger women punk musician demographic in Knoxville.  Rather than 
recruiting women of the same age group, women musicians focus on the future of the collective 
musical identity by presenting punk life as an empowering alternative identity for young girls.  
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Local musician and Knoxville Girls Rock Camp committee member, Emily Robinson addressed 
the purpose of the rock camp and its future effect on Knoxville punk rock.  She states: 
 [The overall goal of the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp is to] empower young girls  
to make music and be confident in their abilities.  [This will eventually] contribute to a 
new crop of talented, knowledgeable musicians, secure in their abilities, arriving on the 
scene in a few years to form bands.  Good news for [the local music communities] 
(Personal Communication, August, 21, 2011). 
Committee members, such as Emily, remain confident that the process of teaching young girls 
rock music will present a positive result, although the outcome for the Knoxville Girls Rock 
Camp will surface only some years after the organization’s inception. 
  Social proactivism, the term applied to Knoxville punks’ actions that maintain a 
collective musical identity, exists as a specific type of activism addressing cultural needs based 
on community views, rather than posing one culture against a dominant, generally oppressive, 
culture as in traditional views of social activism.  For women punks in Knoxville, helping young 
female musicians acquire subcultural capital provides the community with the promise of 
cultural continuation through new punk generations.  In workshops, KGRC instructors teach 
these girls both musical performance techniques to succeed as musicians, and punk culture 
knowledge that will allow the girls to become active members of a strong musical community in 
Knoxville.  The Knoxville Girls Rock Camp embodies the idea of social proactivism, in that 
KGRC committee members address the needs through proactive actions taken in hopes of 
positive results for the Knoxville punk community. 
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Chapter V 
Saying Goodbye 
 
 I didn’t realize how emotional writing the final chapter of my thesis would be.  For the 
past four years, the punk musicians in Knoxville have inducted me into their community, and 
become my family.  It has truly made my ethnographic research easier, due to the welcoming 
nature of the rock musicians in Knoxville.  The relationships I hold with punks in town have 
solidified the theory to my conclusions that Knoxville punk is an open community proactively 
ensuring that their music continues. 
 I’ve hesitated to tell any of the bands in town that I’ve been accepted to Ph.D programs 
outside of Tennessee.  I know their response will not be negative, but I feel like I’m betraying 
my friends because I’m leaving them.  The short six-month period I spent in North Carolina 
during my research made me realize how integral these musicians have become to my study.  
Some punk musicians in Knoxville knew I was applying to doctoral programs, but have not 
asked me about the outcomes since I applied last fall; other musicians haven’t seen me in about a 
year, due to my hermit-like writing tendencies, and are unaware I even considered moving out of 
Knoxville.  After I defend my thesis, I hope to tell a few band members that I’ll be leaving, as I 
periodically visit the Pilot Light. 
 Analyzing human interactions has helped me to see clearly how the Knoxville punk 
community works.  I have also been able to bring a subjective aspect to the research through my 
interaction with each of these musicians at performances.  Most of my research occurred at the 
Pilot Light or the Third Thursday house shows, but my connections to the Knoxville punk 
community spans beyond any physical place.  The physical places I frequented during my 
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research still hold significance for my experience and study of Knoxville punk rock and the 
musicians I encountered.  These experiences, and my immersion into the punk rock community, 
helped me realize the proactive nature of these musicians. 
 When I began my research, I feared that my status as a female researcher and music 
major would not allow me to gain rapport with Knoxville punk musicians.  I was very much 
mistaken in my preconceptions, and many of the musicians welcomed me as a researcher in the 
community.  Likewise, I never felt degraded as a woman within the community, as the these 
musicians keep a very open, and liberal, collective sensibility that welcomes anyone to help 
make music.  For quite some time, I was known as “the girl with the camera,” until I grew more 
accustomed to my surroundings and met other punk rock musicians at various shows.  I was able 
to help the community reanalyze and reevaluate itself with the use of videos, which I freely 
distributed to participating bands in my research.  In some way, I do hope that I was also able to 
contribute proactively to punk rock music through my recordings. 
 Knoxville punk musician’s ability to sustain and develop their musical culture is 
remarkable, and the acceptance of an ever-changing state of collective identity remains a central 
concern of musicians within the community.  In a way, I was sad to see the break-ups of many 
bands that have helped me solidify my research. Even though the loss of my favorite bands in 
town affects me to a point, I know that these musicians are going to thrive in a geographic area 
not typically known for punk rock.  These amazing musicians have found ways to continue 
making music important to their collective identity, and have successfully pushed to affirm their 
community in Knoxville. 
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Proactive Punk 
 The Knoxville punk community, to summarize my argument, promotes personal 
connections among individuals through musical performances and their surrounding contexts.  
Familial musical relationships reinforce community development in that maintenance of punk 
musical culture grounds collective identity in the shared experience of musical performances.  
Punks in Knoxville believe that their music provides the basis for cultural knowledge, and use of 
music as a means for community expansion.  In this, punk music exists as an agent of social 
proactivism, with punks actively finding ways to sustain and develop their own community. 
 Knoxville punk musicians value subcultural capital over economic capital.  These 
musicians incorporate punk music culture into daily life activities, and identify with punk 
musical knowledge through performative roles within bands and activist roles within the 
community, rather than with a job title that connects them to monetary gain.  Sarah Thornton 
(1995) describes subcultural capital through her ethnography of club cultures as knowledge 
valued by musicians through the embodied understanding among cultural participants.  She 
explains: “Taking part in club cultures builds [further] affinities, socializing participants into a 
knowledge of [the meanings] and values of the culture… [Club cultures] embrace [the] 
embodied understanding of which can make one ‘hip’” (p. 3).  For Knoxville punks, the musical 
community’s accepted general knowledge relies heavily on the relationships between people and 
the musical performances that promote their social interaction.  This community of musicians’ 
understanding of punk culture exists as a set of foundational beliefs set upon developing punk 
music. 
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 As discussed in chapter two, the Knoxville punk band Bella Terror shows the value of 
subcultural capital through their performance of Usher Raymond’s “Love in This Club.”  Bella 
Terror’s version of the song embodies the ideal of familial “love in the club,” emulating the punk 
community’s idea of social relationships through musical performance in a social space where 
punks congregate, generally being the Pilot Light.  In their performances, Bella Terror 
downplays Usher’s original understanding of the club as a place for individuals to exude isolated 
behaviors of an lone man seeking affection of one female.  Rather, the punk band promotes a 
collective social framework for which the lyrics, especially the chorus, take on an egalitarian 
meaning and spark participation of audience members within the social space designated as a 
club. 
 In chapter three, I presented the space and place of Knoxville punk through a description 
of nomadic house shows at Third Thursday and stationary performances at the Pilot Light.  To 
reiterate, space is the construction of social area that reinforces culture, and place is the physical 
construction that houses space.  Punk musicians perform at various places, but only few 
physically stationary areas produce social space that presents punk community culture to the 
public.  For approximately three years, social space was created at the Third Thursday house 
shows, which were held at more than one location on the east side of town.  Third Thursday 
helped the punk community grow significantly, by providing free performances every month, 
relaying performing artist line-ups or location by word of mouth, and thus becoming one of the 
most prominent house shows in Knoxville punk.  Inevitably, Third Thursday house shows 
dwindled and bands began performing at other homes that hosted house shows in other parts of 
Knoxville.  This movement of physical performance areas illustrates the nomadic nature of punk 
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performances in Knoxville, and demonstrates how punk musicians reinterpret social space as a 
means for cultural development—creating it wherever there is a need for socio-musical 
activities. 
 The Pilot Light remains a long-standing, established public performance area for 
Knoxville punk musicians, providing a physical place for social space creation, in contrast to the 
Third Thursday house show’s spontaneous space formation.  The Pilot Light provides Knoxville 
punk musicians, and other independent artists, with a permanent place that can be utilized for 
music performance and simultaneous socio-musical activities.  In this manner, the Pilot Light 
frames a presentation of everyday punk life for potential punks, as well as reputable punk 
musicians.  Nevertheless, these punks must adhere to specific club and venue restrictions set 
forth by dominant society and state governments. 
 Although welcoming many independent artists from various musical backgrounds, the 
Pilot Light adheres to Tennessee state law’s age restriction on any establishment serving alcohol.  
This essentially limits progression of the Knoxville punk community, in that younger generations 
of aspiring punks must seek out less established music venues for their public performances and 
prohibits these prospective punks’ active role within the established Knoxville punk community.  
Although unintentionally, house shows carry over age restrictions from venues such as the Pilot 
Light.  This inadvertent connection of age restrictions, between public and private spheres of 
performance, can be best described through Ruth Finnegan’s (1995) idea of social pathways 
within a community, where behaviors of the whole community influence all aspects of social 
life.  She states: “Local musicians are linked not just by shared views or emotions but by social 
practices… [and what defines] their musical pathways are their shared and purposive collective 
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actions” (p. 305; Finnegan’s emphasis).  Although Knoxville punk musicians generally allow for 
an open, welcoming community, age restrictions bleed over into private sectors of social life.  
Women punks in Knoxville have addressed this issue, by starting a local rock camp where young 
girls, under the designated entrance age for most performances at the Pilot Light, learn socio-
musical aspects of punk life. 
Women punk musicians initiated the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp, addressing both issues 
of young punk musicians’ participation in the community and challenging inherently gendered 
misconceptions of punk music culture.  As discussed, previous scholarship and journalistic 
accounts of punk music represent the culture as inherently masculine, leaving little room for a 
feminine representation in punk music performance.  In some written accounts from a woman’s 
perspective, women musicians have described punk music as empowering and an artistic outlet 
in a marginalized culture (Leblanc, 1999; Blush, 2001).  For the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp, 
committee members dedicate themselves to instruct young girls in musical performance, while 
presenting the younger generation with an atmosphere conducive with productive learning and 
self-empowerment. 
Rock On 
My research provides an alternate view of punk rock music scholarship.  I interpret 
Knoxville punk rock as a community of musicians striving for cultural maintenance and 
development, through proactive measures acted upon by local musicians, rather than focusing on 
the negative aspects of punk subcultures posing collective identity against a dominant other.  
Punks achieve cultural maintenance through supporting fellow musicians, establishing cultural 
knowledge as subcultural capital, and providing various locales for musical performances to 
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occur.  For cultural continuation, women punk musicians convey these foundational punk 
community ideals through musical performance instruction in the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp.  I 
illustrate these points through analysis of specific situations and occurrences over the course of a 
three-year ethnographic study.  As presented, my research provides evidence of Knoxville punk 
musicians using music as an agent of social proactivism. 
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TABLE 1.1 Knoxville Punk Musicians and Respective Bands 
 
MUSICIAN BAND/BANDS 
Jared Stoneburg The Choreboys  
Brad Fowler Bella Terror*, The Burning Itch, The Choreboys**, Criswell 
Collective, Gutlocker*, The Nimoids*, Sapient Blaine Band, 
Snickledoff Dickledorf and the Silver Kanookie Punchers 
Nick Longmire Bella Terror*, The Nimoids*, Puggs and Pnussy*, The Sniff 
Michael Ellison The Buddy System, The Burning Itch, The Choreboys 
William Tugwell The Choreboys, Odd Order*, Snickledoff Dickledorf and the Silver 
Kanookie Punchers 
Bryan Fribourg The Choreboys, Odd Order* 
Phil Graham The Nimoids* 
Chris Albiston Bella Terror*, Puggs and Nussy*, West End Avengers 
Erik Bennett Bella Terror*, West End Avengers 
Elizabeth Wright*** The Dirty Knees, Fistful of Crows 
Maggie Brannon Daddy Don’t!, The Dirty Knees, Divorce*, The Sniff, White Gregg 
Laura Rogers*** The Dirty Knees 
Josh Wright Big Bad Oven, The Burning Itch, Damn Creeps, Fistful of Crows, 
Warband 
Will Fist (William 
Johnson) 
Big Bad Oven, Damn Creeps, Fistful of Crows, The Sniff, Three Man 
Band 
Cain Blanchard Big Bad Oven, Damn Creeps 
Mitchel Garza Divorce*, Solo performer 
Emily Robinson*** Argentinum Astrum, Tenderhooks* 
Mary Denman*** The Buddy System*, Gutlocker* 
Daniel McBride Atta boy*, Criswell Collective, Sapient Blaine, The Sapient Blaine 
Band 
Andrea Markel Gutlocker*, Snickledoff Dickledorf and the Silver Kanookie 
Punchers 
*Band no longer actively performs 
**Member no longer in band 
***Executive Committee member (previous and current) of the Knoxville Girls Rock Camp 
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Figure 1.1 Bella Terror’s “Love in This Club” initial performance staging 
 
Figure 1.2 Bella Terror’s “Love in This Club” movement during performance 
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Figure 1.3 Bella Terror’s “Love in This Club” final performance staging 
 
Figure 1.4 Bella Terror accepting award at “The Thursdays” (Photograph by Mary Denman) 
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Figure 1.5 Usher Raymond’s “Love in This Club” Keyboard Riff. 
 
Figure 1.6 Usher Raymond’s “Love in This Club” voice 1. 
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Figure 1.7 Usher Raymond’s “Love in This Club” voice 1 and voice 2.  
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Figure 1.8 Usher Raymond’s “Love in This Club” percussion groove riff (bass guitar and snare 
drum) 
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Figure 2.1 The Pilot Light Front (Red, white, and black sign in right window created by Mitchel 
Garza; Photographer unknown) 
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Figure 2.2 Sticker on window above entrance to the Pilot Light, with words “HOME SWEET 
PILOT LIGHT” printed in font that looks like cross stitching (Photographs by Paula Propst, 
unless otherwise stated). 
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Figure 2.3 Pabst Blue Ribbon chandelier above soundboard 
 
Figure 2.4 The Pilot Light bar (Knoxville Laboratory Standard: A Little Bit Louder Now…, 
2006)  
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Figure 2.5 The Nimoids performing a sound check at the Pilot Light 
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Figure 3.1 Knoxville Girls Rock Camp Donation Flyer from KGRC Facebook Page (Knoxville 
Girls Rock Camp Facebook, 2009) 
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Figure 3.2 Emily Robinson presenting bass guitar to girls at KGRC workshop (Knoxville Girls 
Rock Camp Facebook, 2009) 
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Figure 3.3 Elizabeth Wright presenting electric guitar to girls at KGRC workshop (Knoxville 
Girls Rock Camp Facebook, 2009)  
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Figure 3.4 Young girl with David Bowie face paint playing electric guitar Knoxville Girls Rock 
Camp Facebook, 2009)  
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Figure 3.5 Girls begin performing together as a band  
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